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The primary role of the Environment and Hearings Commi�ee is to oversee the Council’s obliga�ons under the Resource
Management Act 1991. It also oversees a number of the Council’s environment and regulatory ac�vi�es. The commi�ee
comprises ﬁve Councillors.
The Commi�ee is delegated the following decision making powers:
• To hear all resource consent applica�ons with the power to make a ﬁnal decision;
• To hear all Building Act dispensa�on applica�ons with the power to make a ﬁnal decision;
• To consider all ma�ers of an environmental and regulatory nature rela�ng to the Resource Management Act, Building
Act, Health Act, Fencing of Swimming Pools Act, Dog Control Act and to make recommenda�ons to the Council;
• To receive reports on all ma�ers approved under delegated authority by the Chairperson or Deputy Chairperson
together with the Group Manager Environmental and those func�ons delegated to staﬀ;
• Hear objec�ons to menacing dog classiﬁca�ons and either uphold or rescind the classiﬁca�on (as per the Dog Control
Act).
• To consider and make recommenda�ons to the Council on environmental policy ma�ers rela�ng to the Resource
Management Act and the District Plan;
• To hear all plan changes and make recommenda�ons to the Council;
• Non-no�ﬁed applica�ons will be referred to the Environment and Hearings Commi�ee for considera�on in the following
circumstances:
• Where the Group Manager Environmental believes that there are poten�al community eﬀects and/or policy
implica�ons in respect of the District Plan, and no other applica�ons of this nature have been dealt with before by the
Council to determine precedent;
• Appeals rela�ng to consent condi�ons approved under delegated authority; and
• Applica�ons for retrospec�ve ac�vi�es.
That aside, the Commi�ee is only able to make recommenda�ons to the full Council for it to consider and make a decision
on.
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Matakore
Apologies

1.

Matakore / Apologies

Leave of Absence: The Board may grant a member leave of absence following an application
from that member. Leave of absences will be held in the Public Excluded section of the meeting.
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Whakatakoto Kaupapa Whānui, Whakaaturanga hoki

Open Forum and Presentations

2.

Whakatakoto Kaupapa Whānui, Whakaaturanga hoki / Open Forum and
Presentations

The Committee has set aside time for members of the public to speak in the public forum at the
commencement of each Council, Committee and Community Board meeting (up to 5 minutes per
person/organisation) when these meetings are open to the public. Permission of the Mayor or
Chairperson is required for any person wishing to speak at the public forum.
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Ngā Menīti Komiti
Committee Minutes
To

Environment and Hearings Committee

Date

2 February 2022

Subject

Environment and Hearings Committee – 24 November 2021
(This report shall not be construed as policy until adopted by full Council)

Whakarāpopoto Kāhui Kahika / Execu�ve Summary
1.

The Environment and Hearings Committee met on 24 November 2021. The Environment
and Hearings Committee is being asked to confirm their minutes from 24 November 2021
as a true and correct record.

Taunakitanga / Recommenda�on
THAT the Environment and Hearings Committee confirms the minutes from their meeting held on
24 November 2021 as a true and correct record.
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Menīti
Minutes
Ngā Menīti take o te Komiti Taiao me ngā Whakawā
Environment and Hearings Committee
Held in the Southern Lounge, TSB Hub, Camberwell Road, Hāwera
on Wednesday 24 November 2021 at 4.00 pm

Kanohi Kitea / Present:

Ngā Taenga-Ā-Tinana /
In Attendance:

Matakore / Apologies:

1.

Deputy Mayor Robert Northcott, Councillors Andy Beccard
(Chairperson), Steffy Mackay, Diana Reid, Aarun Langton and Bonita
Bigham (Iwi Representative).
Adam Bridgeman (Consultant Planner), Liam Dagg (Group Manager
Environmental Services), Sophie Canute (Planning Officer), Sara
Dymond (Senior Governance Officer), Stephanie Eyre (Compliance
Officer), Mark Smith (Compliance Team Leader) and five members of
the public.
Nil.

Whakaae i Ngā Mēniti / Confirmation of Minutes
1.1

Environment and Hearings Committee on 13 October 2021

RESOLUTION
87/21 EH

(Cr Reid/Deputy Mayor Northcott)

THAT the Environment and Hearings Committee confirms the minutes from the meeting
held on 13 October 2021 as a true and correct record.
CARRIED

2.

Pūrongo / Report
2.1

Objection to Dog being classified as menacing – LULU (Dog Registration 19057)

Mr Smith spoke to the Officer’s report and explained that the incident was initially attended
by the afterhours contractor and LULU was impounded due to an alleged attack. LULU was
impounded pending further investigation. The Council’s Compliance Officer (CCO),
Stephanie Eyre took over the investigation who had spoken to Ms Wakeling on numerus
occasions. LULU was released on compassionate grounds to the ex-stepfather who was the
last registered owner on record. The Menacing Dog Classification was imposed due to the
alleged attack on the neighbour’s dog.
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Owner – Monique Wakeling and Sheree Hikaka (Mother)
Ms Wakeling attended the hearing to object to what she considered to be the wrongful
classification of her dog LULU. During the process her statement was not taken by a Council
officer, she was not shown any evidence proving LULU attacked the other dog and an
inspection of her property was not undertaken. The classification placed on LULU in her
opinion was wrong due to the lack of evidence throughout the investigation and the
breakdown in communication between Council and her.
Ms Wakeling considered LULU to be an emotional support dog for a child with autism and
global mental development delay, and That LULU did not require special certification or
license to be an emotional support animal.
Ms Wakeling went on to outline other concerns that she alleged were deficiencies in the
process:
• LULU was recorded as a Female Brindle Staffordshire Bull terrier by the Council
representatives who attended the incident. However, she was registered as a Bulldog;
• Incorrect information was recorded relating to the complainant and the release of
LULU;
• A property inspection report was not undertaken;
• The front gate was reported as being damaged at the time of the incident however this
took place a month later and it was fixed;
• Council Officer’s credentials were not provided upon arrival;
• The Bylaw did not state that a dog could be released on compassionate grounds, onto
a property without an inspection and into the care of someone else without her
knowledge or permission. The only person the dog should be released to was the
registered owner.
• Not informed of the release of her dog to her ex-stepfather.
• No proof that temperament and behavioral testing was required on an alleged dog
attack. Report was not received and was only told over the phone the test had been
undertaken. She was advised that to undertake the testing LULU was put near the most
aggressive dog in the pound.
• There was no proof provided that LULU was responsible for the alleged attack. There
were other roaming dogs in the neighborhood that matched the description the
complainant provided.
• Her statement or testimonies from others in the neighborhood were not considered
however three witnesses that came forward a week later from the complainant’s side
were.
• A significant privacy breach by releasing Ms Wakeling and her daughter’s information
to her ex-father in law, who went to the pound to pay the fines.
• The attacked dog was not taken to the vets until four days later.
Ms Wakeling requested that the classification be overturned due to the significant lack of
evidence to prove LULU committed the offence and that all fines incurred be refunded due
to LULU being surrendered under severe duress and without a full understanding of the
process.
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The Committee sought clarification around the boundary fence, whether the owner had
witnessed LULU jump the fence and how long LULU was outside. Ms Wakeling explained
that the boundary fence was corrugated iron except at the front of the property where
there was a 1.5 meter concrete fence with a 1 meter high gate. LULU only left the property
on a lead or accompanied by herself. Ms Hikaka noted that the Council’s Compliance Officer
stated that there was no evidence a dog had been pacing or had jumped over the fence. Ms
Wakeling further explained that she was at the back of the section with LULU while she
carried out her outside routine which took ten minutes. Ms Eyre explained that she
introduced herself on arrival and after assessing the surroundings agreed it would be
difficult to jump over the corrugated iron and there was no evidence of pacing however she
did notice the gate was lower than the front wall, and wire mesh was missing.
In response to the query around whether there was evidence that LULU had jumped the
fence, Ms Eyre explained that LULU was checked for injuries on arrival at the pound and
there were no substantial marks that indicated she had come off corrugated iron. However,
she reiterated that the gate was lower at the front of the property and there was missing
wire which was where the alleged attack occurred.
In terms of the history between the two dogs Ms Wakeling explained that there was no
history of aggression between the dogs and LULU had not shown animosity to anyone.
Clarification was sought by the Committee on the identification process undertaken. Ms
Eyre explained that she assessed LULU’s physical appearance and when she contacted the
complainants the dog next door was described as a brindle cross. Further clarification was
sought around the accuracy of the description. Ms Eyre explained that she questioned the
breed of LULU because a French Bulldog was tan in colour and would look similar to an
American Bulldog. The complainants allegedly observed LULU jumping the gate, attacking
their dog who was on a lead while they attended to their rose bushes.
With reference to Ms Wakeling’s comment that there were similar dogs roaming the street
it was queried whether the Council had recorded complaints of roaming dogs in the area.
Ms Eyre referred to the road as significantly quiet, which was reaffirmed by residents of 30
years. When Ms Wakeling was asked where she was at the time of the attack she advised
that she was inside. There were no photos taken of the injuries to the complainant’s dog at
the time of the incident due to the wounds being amongst hair and parting it would have
caused considerable discomfort. In the absence of photos, a statement had been supplied
by the veterinary technician.
In terms of the release of the dog Ms Eyre explained that LULU’s registration had been
lapsed for two years and the last registered owner was Mr Wakeling. There was also a
second unregistered dog on the property. Her understanding was that Mr Wakeling had
been asked by Ms Wakeling to pay the fees at which time it was explained that the incident
was pending investigation. Mr Wakeling then explained that LULU had worked on a farm
where she jumped gates and he would prefer LULU be returned to him so that his
granddaughter could continue to see her on the weekends. She added that it was about
reuniting the dog to the child in a safe environment, at the same time respecting the
complainants whose dog was allegedly attacked. Before LULU left the pound she was
registered under Mr Wakeling.
2.2

Subdivision and Land Use Consent

Due to Ms Bigham being unable to attend the site visit and fully understand the full
application she decided to abstain from taking part in the hearing.
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Mr Andrew and Mrs Kirsty Mainwaring applied for a resource consent to subdivide an
Industrial zoned property into two lots at 132 Ōhangai Road, Normanby. The application
was also proposing to legalise the proposed residential development of proposed Lot 1.
The proposed subdivision sought to further subdivide an existing lifestyle allotment which
was zoned Industrial under the District Plan. Whilst the minimum lot size would be met for
both Lots, the development of residential within the Industrial Zone had wider policy
implications in terms of the District Plan.
Applicants - Andrew and Kirsty Mainwaring
Mr Mainwaring wished to inform the Committee of the reasons for proceeding in this
direction, and that it was not about making a profit but about family. Due to the tight
housing market their daughter had found it difficult to secure a section to build a house on,
which led them to make a decision to subdivide. In the initial stages the proposal was
supported by the Council and it was recommended at that time that the section size be a
minimum of 2,000m2.
Consultant Planner - Adam Bridgeman
Mr Bridgeman spoke to the planner's report. The subdivision complied with all the
performance standards of the District Plan for subdivision. The application had been
bundled and assessed as a discretionary activity, with this due mainly to the land use
component, which would see houses built on industrial zoned land. It was recommended
that the application be approved due to the existing situation being residential in nature
(one household unit is already on the site) with no industrial buildings surrounding it. The
proposed subdivision met all the servicing requirements with the right of way being
proposed to be upgraded to minimize and mitigate any affects.
The main affect in his opinion was reverse sensitivity being residential in an industrial zone.
However, this was assessed as less than minor because of the surrounding environment
and because of the existing dwelling next door. The applicant intended to meet the sound
quality rules within an industrial zone for a residential dwelling, the affects would be
mitigated if there was industrial activity within the area.
In terms of noise Deputy Mayor Northcott queried whether having a residential property in
an industrial/rural zone would place more conditions on the industrial component. Mr
Bridgeman noted that in this case there was already an existing dwelling and houses would
be required to be developed to a certain decibel level for internal noise. Deputy Mayor
Northcott wondered if it would inhibit future industrial activities. In this case Mr Bridgeman
emphasised the existing dwelling and the small lot size. The affects were assessed as less
than minor in terms of the reverse sensitivity component.
The area was zoned industrial with no interest for industrial activities. Deputy Mayor
Northcott queried whether this land would be open to a District Plan change in the future.
Mr Dagg confirmed this was currently under consideration along with other plan change
proposals in the vicinity.
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3.

Pūrongo-Whakamārama / Information Report
3.1

Environmental Services Activity Report – October 2021

The report updated the Environment and Hearings Committee on activities relating to the
Environmental Services Group (the Group) for the month of October 2021.
Mr Dagg highlighted that new housing and subdivisions were a feature in the report with
new development in Hāwera and Ōpunakē. It was positive to see the reduction in dog
attacks however there was still an issue with roaming dogs. Work continued to progress in
the Environment and Sustainability Team.
In response to the query around the timeline for the organic waste facility feasibility study
Mr Dagg explained that Ms Martin had engaged an Iwi facilitator however with COVID alert
levels face to face meetings had been difficult to arrange. He noted that it was a three to
six month proposition.
There was discussion around the number of abandoned vehicles in the Region and it was
queried what the process was for the removal of them. Mr Dagg explained that these were
reported and addressed through a customer complaint however the Council had no
jurisdiction on the state highway. There was an ongoing conversation with police around
when vehicles stopped being evidence and then whose responsibility it was to uplift them.
The Environment and Sustainability Team were congratulated for the successful bin latch
roll out.
RESOLUTION
88/21 EH

(Cr Mackay/Ms Bigham)

THAT the Environment and Hearings Committee receives the Environmental Services
Activity Report – October 2021.
CARRIED

4.

Nga Tōkeketanga kia noho tῡmatanui kore / Resolution to Exclude the Public
RESOLUTION

89/21 EH

(Cr Langton/Deputy Mayor Northcott)

THAT the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this meeting,
namely:
The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the reason
for passing this resolution in relation to each matter, and the specific grounds under section
48(1) of the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing
of this resolution are as follows:
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General subject of each
matter to be considered

Reason for
passing this
resolution in
relation to
h
To Enable
the
Committee to.

1. Confirmation of Minutes
–Environment and
Hearings Committee 1
September 2021.
2. Objection to dog being
classified as menacing –
LULU
3. Application for
Subdivision and Land Use
Consents

Ground(s) under section 48(1) for the
passing of this resolution
That the exclusion of the public from the
whole or the relevant part of the
proceedings of the meeting is necessary
to enable the Council/Committee to
deliberate in private on its decision or
recommendation in any proceedings
where:
ii) the local authority is required, by any
enactment, to make a recommendation
in respect of the matter that is the
subject of those proceedings. Use (i) for
the RMA hearings and (ii) for hearings
under LGA such as objections to
Development contributions or hearings
under the Dog Control Act. s.48(1)(d)
CARRIED

5.

Tuwhera anō te Hui / Resume to Open Meeting
RESOLUTION

93/21 EH

(Cr Mackay/Ms Bigham)

THAT the Environment and Hearings Committee resumes in open meeting and agrees that
the decisions be released to the public once the applicants have been notified of the
decisions.
CARRIED
The meeting concluded at 5.44 pm.
Dated this

day of

2021.

………………………………………….
CHAIRPERSON
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Pūrongo
Report
To

Environment and Hearings Committee

From

Kaimahere Whakawhiti Whakaaro / Consultant Planner, Allan Chesswas

Date

2 February 2022

Subject

Subdivision Consent – RMS21109

(This report shall not be construed as policy until adopted by full Council)

Whakarāpopoto Kāhui Kahika / Execu�ve Summary
Application
Consent No.:

RMS21109

Applicant:

James Graeme Langton

Location:

128B Ihaia Road, Ōpunakē

Proposal:

7 lot subdivision

Site Details
Legal Description:

Lot 2 DP 554880

Current Use:

Pastoral

Previous Consents:

RMS19022, RMS20073, RMS21079

Operative South Taranaki Zone: Rural (Rural Map 03, Urban Map 04b)
District Plan (2015):
Roading category: Secondary Collector Road
Overlays: None
Surrounding Land Use:

Assessment
Activity Status:

Pastoral and Residential

Discretionary Activity

Notification:

Non-notified

RMA1991:

Sections 104, 104B, 108 and 220

•

NPS:

Not inconsistent with any NPS

•

NES:

Not inconsistent with any NES

•

Other:

No other regulations are considered relevant

Taunakitanga / Recommenda�on(s)
THAT the Environment and Hearings Committee approves consent to be granted to James Graeme
Langton for 7 lot subdivision at 128B Ihaia Road, Ōpunakē (Lot 2 DP 554880), pursuant to Sections
104, 104B, 108 and 220 of the Resource Management Act 1991.
1
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For the following reasons:
1.

The proposal provides for rural subdivision of a nature, scale, intensity and location that is
compatible with rural character and amenity values.

2.

The proposal does not inhibit farming and rural based activities.

3.

Apart from in relation to dairy/milking sheds, the proposal complies with all relevant setback
requirements, and adverse effects on amenity will be less than minor.

4.

Potential reverse sensitivity effects can be mitigated through provision for a no complaints
covenant being placed upon the title of each new allotment, which makes it clear that
proposed Lot 1 does not comply with setback rules for dwellings in relation to side yards
and dairy platforms.

5.

Potential adverse effects on traffic safety can be mitigated through compliance with the
relevant standards.

6.

There are no matters arising in the application that would typically elicit a concern from Iwi,
and no need to more explicitly recognise and provide for the relationship of Tangata
Whenua with their taonga, or provide for opportunities for participation, in relation to this
application.

7.

As a non-notified application concerning a waterbody that is not a lake or river with high
natural character, conservation, recreation, amenity, heritage or cultural values, no controls
in the form of resource consent conditions are necessary.

8.

The proposed subdivision will not result in changes to land use practices at the margins of
waterbodies that would place increased pressure on those waterbodies.

9.

The proposed subdivision will not compromise the significant values of outstanding water
bodies, or the habitats of indigenous freshwater species, or trout and salmon.

Subject to the following conditions:

General
1.

That the activity is carried out in general accordance with details provided to the South
Taranaki District Council as part of the resource consent application.

Reverse Sensitivity
2.

That the following note is added to the Computer Freehold Register for Lots 2 through 6 by
way of consent notice in accordance with section 221 of the Resource Management Act
1991:
“Areas of Lots 2 through 6 DP xxxx are within 150m of an existing dairy shed on a site under
separate ownership. This may restrict the ability to establish a dwelling on the allotment. A
resource consent will be required to establish a sensitive activity (which includes a dwelling)
within this distance.”

2
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Vehicle Access
3.

The vehicle access shall be designed to comply with the requirements of NZS 4404:2010
Land Development and Subdivision Infrastructure, New Plymouth District Council and the
South Taranaki District Council Local Amendments to NZS 4404:2010 Land Development and
Subdivision Infrastructure (August 2013) and this design shall include the formation of the
access to an all-weather standard.

4.

The vehicle access point shared by Proposed Lot 1 and Proposed Lot 4 shall be upgraded to
a multi-residential vehicle crossing as per Figure 3.4d of Land Development and
Infrastructure Standard (NZS4404:2010).
Advice Notes:
a.

For all new vehicle crossings or upgrades to existing crossings, an application with the
appropriate fee is to be made to the Council, and upon approval this crossing is to be
installed by a suitable qualified person/contractor at the applicant’s cost.

b.

Should suspected archaeological site(s), artefacts and/or human remains/koiwi be
discovered during earthworks or use of the site, work in the affected area shall stop
immediately in accordance with the legal requirements of the Police, Heritage New
Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 and any other governing legislation. The site
supervisor shall seek advice from the South Taranaki District Council, Tāngata
Whenua, Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga and/or the Police (as appropriate) to
determine what further actions are appropriate to safeguard the site or its contents
before work recommences.

c.

While it is considered to be inconsistent with the objectives and policies of the South
Taranaki District Plan to require an esplanade strip as a condition of consent, under
Policy 2.18.22 of the Plan an esplanade strip can be considered consistent with the
Plan if it is offered voluntarily. The applicant is therefore entitled to include an
esplanade strip as an instrument as part of the proposed subdivision, for approval
under Section 223 of the Act.

Kupu Whakamārama / Background
Application/Proposal
1.

An application for subdivision resource consent for a 2 lot subdivision at 128B Ihaia Road,
Ōpunakē, has been received from Rex Hurley of Juffermans Surveyors Limited on behalf of
James Graeme Langton.

2.

The application concerns Lot 2 DP 554880, a 44.6595 hectares (ha) property located at
128B Ihaia Road, Ōpunakē, which is owned by James Graeme Langton. The intention is to
create a 2 lot subdivision with the effect of creating a new 1.11ha allotment at the front
south-western corner of the site. This would become Lot 1, while the balance, Lot 2, would
be 43.5ha. The application also includes the cancellation of the recently approved 2 lot
subdivision (RMS21079) of the subject site (Lot 2 DP 554880).

3
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3.

Lot sizes on completion will be as follows:
•
Lot 1 - 9,800m2,
•
Lot 2 – 8,815m2,
•
Lot 3 – 7,752m2,
•
Lot 4 – 8,515m2,
•
Lot 5 – 7,080m2,
•
Lot 6 – 6,530m2, and
•
Lot 7 – 39.6ha.

Figure 1: Satellite photograph showing Proposed 7 lot subdivision
4.

The access strip would be part of proposed Lot 7 and would be of a sufficient width that it
could be vested as a road at a later date. The applicant proposes to use the existing formed
driveway on the subject site to provide access to the proposed allotments.

5.

The titles created by the proposed subdivision would include provision for a no complaints
covenant being placed upon the title of each new allotment, to address reverse sensitivity
effects that could potentially arise from the proximity of new allotments and their building
platforms to the dairy platform on the parent lot.

Site and surrounding area description
6.

The subject site, Lot 2 DP 554880, is a 44.6595 ha property located in the Rural Zone, on the
north-western side of Ihaia Road, on the north-eastern side of Ōpunakē. The bulk of the site
is set back off Ihaia Road approximately 75 – 180 metre (m) and is accessed via a 190m
access trip that tapers to the west before reaching the remainder of the site. The site is
generally rectangular in shape, being approximately 1km deep from south to north and
ranging from approximately 300m to 650m in width east to west, with a dog-leg in the northwestern corner of the site.

7.

The Otahi Stream runs east to west along the rear (northern) boundary of the site. The
Hihiwera Stream runs east to west through at the front of the site, where the access strip
meets the bulk of the allotment. The site contains an existing dairy platform and farm
buildings near the front of the site. A race runs south-north through the site and then turns
to the west at the rear of the site. Two more buildings are located beside this race, in the
middle of the site and to the rear.
4
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8.

The subject site has been created as a result of two recent subdivisions – RMS19022 granted
on 8 July 2019; and RMS20073 granted on 20 October 2020.

9.

RMS19022 was a 4 lot subdivision of Lot 1 DP 6196 and Sect 25 Ōpunakē SBRN, a 60.3993ha
property, resulting in Lot 1 DP 540376 (1.48ha), along with Lots 2 (43.86ha), Lot 3 (11.615ha)
and Lot 4 (2.97ha).

10.

RMS20073 was a boundary adjustment between Lots 2 and 4, realigning the common
boundary between these two allotments from a point approximately 160m from Ihaia Road,
back to the Hihiwera Stream, 61m closer to Ihaia Road. As a result of this subdivision, Lot 4
DP 540376 became Lot 1 DP 554880; while Lot 2 DP 540376 became Lot 2 DP 554880.

11.

The bulk of the subject site (Lot 2 DP 554880) is separated from the smaller properties in
the Residential Zone along Ihaia Road by Lot 1 DP 554880 and Lot 1 DP 540376 and is
approximately 40m from the Residential Zone at the closest point. The front of the access
strip, however, is just 5m from the Residential Zone. The posted speed limit for Ihaia Road
in the vicinity of the subject site is 50km/hr.

12.

The site is within the rohe of Te Kāhui o Taranaki, and the Otahi Stream is recognised under
the statutory acknowledgements of Te Kāhui o Taranaki.

Reasons for the application to be heard
13.

The applicant is required to be heard by the Environments and Hearings Committee due to
the proposal being for more than four additional allotments in the Rural Zone.

Evalua�on
Notification
14.

Sections 95 to 95E of the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA or “the Act”) are used to
determine the notification pathway of a resource consent application. Sections 95A and 95B
outline the steps for determining public notification and limited notification respectively.
Public notification of this application would not be precluded in this instance; however,
public notification is not recommended for this consent (see Appendix 1).

15.

The next notification pathway is limited notification. This application would not be
precluded from limited notification. The Council does not consider there to be any affected
persons as per section 95E of the Act, as it is considered that adverse effects on any third
party will be less than minor due to the proposed lifestyle properties being located on the
margins of a residential area. It is recommended that the application proceed without
limited notification (see Appendix 1).

Status of the application under the District Plan
16.

The proposed 7 lot subdivision is considered as a Discretionary Activity in relation to the
South Taranaki District Plan under the following relevant provisions:
•

Rule 3.1.3(a):
Discretionary Activity:
Any permitted activity listed in Section 3.1.1 which does not meet one or more of the
performance standards in Section 3.2.
5
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Proposed Lots 2 – 6 infringe Performance Standard 3.2.2.1, which requires that
dwellings are set back 150m from dairy/milking sheds, as these allotments do not
accommodate a building platform that would be more than 150m from a dairy/milking
shed.
•

Rule 9.1.4:
Discretionary Activity:
Any activity which does not meet one or more of the performance standards in
Section 9.2.
The proposed subdivision infringes Performance Standard 9.2.1.1, which limits
additional allotments created by a subdivision in the Rural Zone to a maximum of four.

17.

Section 104B of the Resource Management Act 1991 sets out the duties of consent
authorities in considering an application for a Discretionary Activity. As all subdivision is
generally considered a Controlled Activity if not explicitly given an alternative activity status,
Section 104A(b) of the Act also applies in relation to imposing conditions under Section 108
of the Act. The relevant provisions of Section 104 and the District Plan are set out below.

Statutory Process
18.

Sections 104 and 104B of the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA or “the Act”)
collectively outline the process for determining a resource consent application for a
Restricted Discretionary Activity.

19.

Section 104 states that the consent authority must, subject to Part 2, have regard to:
(a) any actual and potential effects on the environment of allowing the activity; and
(ab) any measure proposed or agreed to by the applicant for the purpose of ensuring
positive effects on the environment to offset or compensate for any adverse effects on
the environment that will or may result from allowing the activity; and
(b) any relevant provisions of—
(i) a national environmental standard;
(ii) other regulations;
(iii) a national policy statement;
(iv) a New Zealand coastal policy statement;
(v) a regional policy statement or proposed regional policy statement; and
(vi) a plan or proposed plan.
(c) any other matter the consent authority considers relevant and reasonably necessary
to determine the application.

20.

Section 104B states that the Council may either grant or refuse the resource consent. In
granting the consent, the Council may also impose conditions in accordance with
section 108.

Assessment of Actual and Poten�al Eﬀects
Summary of potential effects
21.

It is considered that potential adverse effects in relation to the proposal would be limited to
the following matters:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

effects in relation to rural character and amenity values;
effects in relation to reverse sensitivity;
effects in relation to the efficient and effective functioning of farming and rural based
activities;
effects in relation to the relationship of Tāngata Whenua to their taonga;
effects in relation to waterbodies;
effects in relation to traffic safety;
effects in relation to the provision of services; and
effects in relation to the social, economic, and cultural wellbeing of the community
and their health and safety.

Rural character and amenity values
22.

The proposed subdivision will create six new allotments which may each include one
dwelling, subject to dispensation from the rule requiring a distance of 150m from a
dairy/milking sheds. The parent lot will be 39.6ha, and thus retain the ability to include two
dwellings as a Permitted Activity (down from three for a lot greater than 40ha).

23.

While the proposed subdivision is located in the Rural Zone, it is directly north-west of the
north-eastern extent of the Residential Zone in Ōpunakē. This area has already been subject
to historical subdivisions which created three new allotments from a parent allotment of
60.3993ha under RMS20073 (4 lot subdivision) and RMS20073 (boundary adjustment)
(discussed in Section 2).

24.

It is considered that any adverse effects on the rural character and amenity values of the
surrounding environment that might be posed by the construction of dwellings on the
proposed allotments will be less than minor, due in part to the size of the allotment as
lifestyle character properties, and also due to the location of the subdivision on the margins
of a residential area, and the distance of the property from any surrounding dwellings.

25.

Rule 9.1.2(a) lists the matters to which the Council has restricted its control and those
relevant to the application that address adverse effects of subdivision on rural character and
amenity values are listed below:
(i)
(iv)

Design, layout, shape and location of lots.
Provision of reserves, esplanade reserves/strips, access strips, including connections to
existing and future reserves.
(xii) Those matters described in Section 108 (ie. planting) and 220 (esplanade strips; bulk
and location restrictions; protection against natural hazards; earthworks controls;
easements) of the RMA.
26.

It is not considered that such controls could be used with sufficient precision to address
potential adverse effects in a way that did not impose an undue burden on the landowner,
especially given that potential adverse effects are considered to be less than minor, and it
is therefore considered that it would be inappropriate to impose any controls in relation to
this issue.
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Reverse sensitivity
27.

Proposed Lots 2 – 6 infringe Performance Standard 3.2.2.1, which requires that dwellings
are set back 150m from dairy dairy/milking sheds, as these allotments do not accommodate
a building platform that would be more than 150m from a dairy dairy/milking shed. As a
result of this there is the potential for the proposal to result in minor reverse sensitivity
effects in relation to the residential amenity afforded to Proposed Lot 1. However, as any
potential cross-boundary boundary reverse sensitivity effects are internal to the subdivision,
the issue is adequately addressed through provision for a no complaints covenant being
placed upon the title of each new allotment. With this mitigation in place, it is considered
that any potential adverse reverse sensitivity effects that could arise from the proposal
would be no more than minor.

The efficient and effective functioning of farming and rural based activities
28.

The proposed subdivision reduces the parent lot from 44.6595ha to 39.6ha, and the six new
allotments ranging in size from 6,530m2 to 9,800m2 could be considered to be an inferior
property in terms of the ability of a landowner to utilise it efficiently and effectively at such
a small size. However, the applicant and their agent are confident that there is a market for
small blocks such as this. Such small blocks can be utilised efficiently and effectively for
small-scale farming purposes, or can otherwise be made subject to a lease to adjoining
landowners for that purpose, providing flexibility for those who wish to pursue a rural
residential lifestyle with the option of also engaging in small-scale farming.

The relationship of Tāngata Whenua with their taonga
29.

The applicant has stated that both the Hihiwera and Otahi Streams are recognised under
the statutory acknowledgements of Te Kāhui o Taranaki, although Schedule 1 of the
Taranaki Iwi Claims Settlement Act 2016 at Legislation.govt.nz only lists the Otahi Streams,
and not the Hihiwera Stream. The applicant has contacted Te Kāhui o Taranaki, as the site is
within their rohe, but states that after four months no comment has been received. I am
not aware of any comment having been submitted by Te Kāhui o Taranaki as a result of a
copy of the application being emailed to under Section 36 of the Taranaki Iwi Claims
Settlement Act 2016.

Waterbodies
30.

The applicant proposes the creation of a 20m esplanade strip along the banks of the Otahi
Stream, and 5m along the banks of the Hihiwera Stream. The applicant also states that they
consider adverse effects on the waterbody to be less than minor on the basis that
established and permitted activity land uses adjacent to these waterbodies will not change,
and that no comment has been received from Te Kāhui o Taranaki.

31.

Decisions regarding esplanade strips are governed by Objectives 2.18.4 – 2.18.7 of the
District Plan, which aim to protect waterbodies from inappropriate subdivision, use and
development (Objective 2.18.4) and maintain and enhance their recreational and amenity
values (Objective 2.18.7). Public access as an issue is only specified in Objective 2.18.5, which
requires the maintenance and enhancement of public access to and along the margins of
lakes and rivers with high natural character, conservation, recreation, amenity, heritage or
cultural values. Similarly, the only policy that addresses esplanade strips is Policy 2.18.14,
but the scope of this policy is only in relation to significant lakes or rivers.
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Likewise, those other policies promoting public access (Policies 2.18.15 – 2.18.18) do so in
relation to significant lakes or rivers. Policy 2.18.19 requires that the cultural and spiritual
values of Tāngata Whenua are recognised and that customary activities are enabled to be
undertaken within and adjacent to lakes, rivers and other waterbodies, especially in relation
to the Pātea River, Whenuakura River and Tāngāhoe River. Policy 2.18.22 provides for the
negotiation of the voluntary creation of esplanade strips and access strips with landowners
by agreement, where appropriate.
32.

Taken together, these objectives and policies direct the Council to consider esplanade strips
for the purpose of public access in relation to significant lakes or rivers, where either
development pressure is high or the esplanade strip would provide connections to existing
reserves. However, the proposal would not give access to significant lakes or rivers,
development pressures are not high, there is no potential for connection to other reserves.
There is no substantiation of any iwi interest in access for mahinga kai at the subject site for
in the application, or of any adverse effects on any such interests. Notwithstanding this,
there are no special circumstances associated with the application that would justify the
notification of iwi for such issues to be addressed by this consent.

33.

The provision of Rule 9.1.2(a) that, in accordance with Section 77D of the Act, an activity
requiring resource consent under this rule shall not be publicly notified, taken together with
the policy settings for esplanade strips and access to waterways, mean that imposing the
requirement for an esplanade strip as a condition of a resource consent decisions under the
District Plan would be inappropriate. There is no evidence that such a condition would, on
balance, best enable people and communities to provide for their social, economic, and
cultural wellbeing, or avoid, remedy or mitigate any adverse effects on the environment.

34.

However, under Policy 2.18.22, the plan allows for the voluntary creation of esplanade strips
and access strips where agreement with landowners is negotiated. While it is considered to
be inconsistent with the objectives and policies of the South Taranaki District Plan to require
an esplanade strip as a condition of consent, under Policy 2.18.22 of the Plan an esplanade
strip can be considered consistent with the Plan if it is offered voluntarily. The applicant is
therefore entitled to include an esplanade strip as an instrument as part of the proposed
subdivision, for approval under Section 223 of the Act. An advice note will be included with
the decision to make this clear.

Traffic safety
35.

The proposed new allotments and the access strip that serves them have the ability to
comply with performance standards for access ways. The applicant considers “that the
gravel covered tanker track at 128B Ihaia Road is still appropriate for the function it
performs and will not require upgrading by right.” However, when the regular nature of the
traffic associated with the use of the proposed allotments for residential purposes and the
volume of traffic is considered, along with the extent of residential land use in the
surrounding environment, the requirement for the consistent application of standards and
controls in accordance with Policies 2.8.11 and 2.8.12 of the Plan necessitates that the
access and access point are upgraded so that they comply with the requirements of NZS
4404:2010 Land Development and Subdivision Infrastructure and NPDC & STDC Local
Amendments to NZS 4404:2010 Land Development and Subdivision Infrastructure (August
2013). This would include the formation of the access to an all-weather standard, and an
upgrade of the access point to a multi-residential vehicle crossing as per Figure 3.4d of Land
Development and Infrastructure Standard (NZS4404:2010).
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Provision of services
36.

It is anticipated that the proposed allotments will be self-sufficient in services, and that the
allotments are large enough to accommodate services, including a septic tank and soakage
field system that complies with NZS 4404:2010 and NZS1547:2012. Telecom services can be
provided to the proposed allotments via the proposed access strip, and an electricity line
already runs along this access strip. For these reasons it is considered that adverse effects
arising from the proposal in relation to the provision of services will be negligible.

Effects in relation to the social, economic, and cultural wellbeing of the community and their
health and safety
37.

The proposal enables the enhancement of the social, economic, and cultural wellbeing of
the community, through the provision of additional property and housing stock of a quality
that is safeguarded by the council consenting process, providing further residential and
recreational opportunities for members of the community.

Sec�on 104 RMA1991 Maters
38.

Part 2 of the RMA1991 sets out the purpose and principles of the Act, the matters of national
importance, and other matters to which all persons exercising functions and powers under
the Act must have regard or take into account. In assessing this application, section 5 (the
purpose of the Act) and sections 7(a), (aa), (b), (c), (f) and (g) (kaitiakitanga, stewardship,
efficient use and development, amenity values, quality of the environment, finite
characteristics of natural and physical resources) have been specifically considered. The
application is considered consistent with Part 2 matters.

39.

The application is not inconsistent with any National Policy Statements, Environmental
Standards or other regulations given the minimal effects of the proposal. There are no
anticipated effects on freshwater above those which already exist (NPS Freshwater
Management), and the subdivision allows potential for further housing stock within the
District (NPS Urban Development). The property is not identified as having been used for a
selected land use by the Taranaki Regional Council (NES Assessing and Managing
Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human Health 2011). Likewise, the effects of the consent do
not arise to any development of the land that would create unacceptable discharges into
the environment, above those which exist already (NES Freshwater 2020 and Sources of
Drinking Water 2007).

40.

District Plans are required to give effect to Regional Policy Statements and not be inconsistent
with Regional Plans. None of the Regional Plans for Taranaki are considered to be of specific
relevance to the proposed subdivision, given that the subdivision of the property will create
no further effects on land or water above those which exist on site already.

South Taranaki District Council District Plan
41.

It is considered that the proposal is consistent with the objectives and policies of the South
Taranaki District Plan for the following reasons:
1)

The proposal provides for rural subdivision of a nature, scale, intensity and location
that is compatible with rural character and amenity values and manages potential
reverse sensitivity conflict (Objective 2.1.3; Policy 2.1.5, Policy 2.1.9, Policy 2.1.15).

2)

The proposal does not inhibit farming and rural based activities (Objective 2.1.4).
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42.

3)

Apart from in relation to dairy/milking sheds, the proposal complies with all relevant
setback requirements, and potential adverse effects on amenity will be less than
minor (Policy 2.1.8).

4)

There are no matters arising in the application that would typically elicit a concern
from Iwi, and no need to more explicitly recognise and provide for the relationship of
Tangata Whenua with their taonga, or provide for opportunities for participation, in
relation to this application (Objective 2.7.6, Objective 2.7.7, Objective 2.7.9, Objective
2.7.10, Policy 2.7.11, Policy 2.7.12, Policy 2.7.13, Policy 2.7.15).

5)

The design of vehicle access ensures the safety of people, pedestrians, cyclists and
vehicles and the efficient operation of the adjoining road network (Objective 2.8.6)
and is consistent with roading, access and subdivision design standards (Policy 2.8.11,
Policy 2.8.12).

6)

As a non-notified application concerning a waterbody that is not a lake or river with
high natural character, conservation, recreation, amenity, heritage or cultural values,
no controls in the form of resource consent conditions are necessary (Objective
2.18.4, Objective 2.18.5; Policy 2.18.9, Policy 2.8.10, Policy 2.18.11, Policy 2.18.12,
Policy 2.8.14, Policy 2.18.19).

7)

The applicant is entitled to include an esplanade strip as an instrument as part of the
proposed subdivision (Policy 2.18.22).

A complete list of the relevant objectives and policies of the South Taranaki District Plan
2021 is attached as Appendix 3.

Whakakapia / Conclusion
43.

The subdivision complies with all the performance standards of the District Plan for
subdivision. The application has been assessed as a Discretionary activity.

44.

Section 104B of the RMA states that the Council may grant or refuse the resource consent
application for a Discretionary activity.

45.

The above assessment has identified that the effects of the proposal will be less than minor
and are considered acceptable.

46.

It is therefore recommended that the application be approved subject to conditions.

[Seen by]
Liam Dagg

Kaiarataki Taiao /
Group Manager Environmental Services
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Attachments:
Appendix 1: Notification Assessment
Appendix 2: District Plan Requirements
Appendix 3: Relevant Objectives and Policies
Appendix 4: Application
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Appendix 1: No�ﬁca�on Assessment
Public Notification
Section 95A specifies the steps that a consent authority must follow to determine whether to
publicly notify an application for resource consent:
Step 1: mandatory public notification in certain circumstances
3(a)
3(b)
3(c)

Has the applicant requested public notification?
Is public notification required under section 95C (public notification of consent
application after request for further information or report)?
Is the application made jointly with an application to exchange recreation
reserve land under section 15AA of the Reserves Act 1977?

No
No
No

Assessment: None of the above criteria apply; therefore, we proceed to step 2.
Step 2: if not required by step 1, public notification precluded in certain circumstances
Where the application meets either of the criteria below, proceed to step 4 (step 3 does not
apply).
5(a)
5(b)

Is the application for a resource consent for 1 or more activities, each activity
subject to a rule or national environmental standard that precludes public
notification?
Is the application for a resource consent for 1 or more of the following, but
no other, activities:
(i) a controlled activity?
(ii) [repealed]
(iii) a restricted discretionary, discretionary, or non-complying activity, but
only if the activity is a boundary activity?
(iv) [repealed]

No

No
No

The application must be notified to each affected person under subsection (2) and to each
affected person identified under subsection (3).
Assessment: None of the above criteria apply; therefore, we proceed to step 3.
Step 3: if not precluded by step 2, public notification required in certain circumstances
Where the application meets either of the criteria below, the application must be publicly
notified.
8(a)
8(b)

Is the application for a resource consent for 1 or more activities, any of
which is subject to a rule or national environmental standard that requires
public notification?
Will the activity have or be likely to have adverse effects on the environment
that are more than minor (as assessed in accordance with section 95D)?

Assessment: None of the above criteria apply.
Step 4: public notification in special circumstances
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9(a)

Do special circumstances exist in relation to the application that warrant the
application being publicly notified?

No

If the answer is no, the application is not to be publicly notified. Determination must then be
made as to whether limited notification of the application under section 95B should be given.
Assessment: It has been determined that special circumstances do not exist in regard to this
application.
Therefore, the application is not to be publicly notified.
Limited Notification
Section 95B specifies the steps that a consent authority must follow to determine whether to give
limited notification of an application for resource consent:
Step 1: certain affected groups and affected persons must be notified
2(a)
2(b)
3(a)
(b)

Are there any affected customary rights groups?
Are there any affected customary marine title groups (in the case of an
application for a resource consent for an accommodated activity)?
Is the proposed activity on or adjacent to, or may affect, land that is the
subject of a statutory acknowledgement made in accordance with an Act
specified in Schedule 11; and
Is the person to whom the statutory acknowledgement made an affected
person under section 95E?

No
No
No
n/a

Assessment: none of the above criteria apply; therefore, we proceed to step 2.
Step 2: if not required by step 1, limited notification precluded in certain circumstances
Where the application meets either of the criteria below, proceed to step 4 (step 3 does not
apply).
6(a)
6(b)

Is the application for a resource consent for 1 or more activities, each
activity subject to a rule or national environmental standard that precludes
limited notification?
Is the application for a resource consent for either or both of the following,
but no other, activities:
(i) a controlled activity that requires consent under a district plan (other
than a subdivision of land)?
(ii) a prescribed activity (see section 360H(1)(a)(i))?

No

No
No

Assessment: none of the above criteria apply; therefore, we proceed to step 3.
Step 3: if not precluded by step 2, certain other affected persons must be notified
Where it is determined, in accordance with section 95E, that the following are affected persons,
each such affected person must be notified of the application.
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7(a)
7(b)
8

In the case of a boundary activity, the owner of an allotment with an infringed
boundary.
repealed
In the case of any other activity, an affected person in accordance with section
95E:

n/a
No

Section 95E(1) specifies that, for the purposes of giving limited notification of an application for
resource consent, a person is an affected person if the consent authority decides that the adverse
effects on the person are minor or more than minor (but not less than minor), unless:
• that person has given and not withdrawn approval for the proposed activity in a written notice
received by the consent authority before the authority has decided whether there are any
affected persons or
• the consent authority considers it unreasonable in the circumstances for the applicant to seek
the persons written approval.
In assessing an activities adverse effects on a person, the consent authority:
• may disregard an adverse effect if a rule or national environmental standard permits an activity
with that effect and
• must disregard an adverse effect if the effect does not relate to a matter for which a rule or a
national environmental standard reserves control or restricts discretion (controlled and
restricted discretionary activities) and
• must have regard to every relevant statutory acknowledgement made in accordance with an
Act specified in Schedule 11.
Assessment:
Given the proposal is likely to have negligible effects on the amenity of the area above that which
exists already onsite, and that all services can be provided for onsite, the application is likely to
have less than minor adverse effects on any neighbouring property.
No other neighbouring properties or persons are considered affected by the application and
therefore the application does not require notification under step 3.
Step 4: further notification in special circumstances
10(a) Do special circumstances exist in relation to the application that warrant
notification of the application to any other persons not already determined
to be eligible for limited notification under this section (excluding persons
assessed under section 95E as not being an affected person)?

No

Where the answer is yes, those persons must be notified. Where the answer is no, do not notify
anyone else.
Assessment: It has been determined that special circumstances do not exist in regard to this
application.
Accordingly, the application does not require limited notification.
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Appendix 2: District Plan Requirements
Section 9: Subdivision and Development Rules
9.1
CATEGORIES OF ACTIVITIES
9.1.2 CONTROLLED ACTIVITIES
The following are Controlled Activities if they comply with the performance standards in Section
9.2:
(a)

Subdivision of land in all Zones.
Matters to which the Council restricts its control:
(i)
Design, layout, shape and location of lots.
(ii)
Infrastructure and services, including water supply (including firefighting water
supply), wastewater systems, stormwater control and disposal,
telecommunications and electricity.
(iii)
Transport infrastructure and traffic effects, including roads and access, and the
capacity of the roading network to cope with additional vehicle movements and
road upgrade requirements.
(iv)
Provision of reserves, esplanade reserves/strips, access strips, including
connections to existing and future reserves.
(v)
Avoidance or mitigation of natural hazards.
(vi)
Effects on significant sites and features, including natural, cultural, historic
heritage and waterbodies.
(vii)
Management of construction effects, including traffic movements, hours of
operation, noise, earthworks and erosion and sediment control.
(viii) The management of potential reverse sensitivity effects on existing land uses,
including network utilities. These effects could include but not limited to noise,
vibration, odour, dust and visual effects.
(ix)
Reverse sensitivity effects resulting from the location of residential or commercial
allotments in the vicinity of petroleum exploration and/or production activities,
or large-scale renewable electricity generation activities.
(x)
Energy efficiency, such as whether the subdivision road and lot layouts makes
efficient use of existing transport links; minimises vehicle trips and reliance of
private motor vehicles and whether lot dimensions facilitate the siting and design
of dwellings that can maximise use of passive solar energy.
(xi)
Compliance with the Council’s Land development and Subdivision Infrastructure
requirements.
(xii)
Those matters described in Section 108 and 220 of the RMA.

9.2

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
All activities shall comply with the following requirements (in addition to the rules and
permitted activity performance standards for each Zone).

9.2.1
1.

Lot Design and Parameters
Any subdivision shall comply with all of the following standards for the respective Zone:

9.2.2
1.

Utilities and Services
Where public water, sewerage and/or drainage services are available within 200m of any
boundary of any lot of a proposed subdivision or site of a proposed development, all lots
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2.

and developments shall be connected to such available services at the time of subdivision
or development, unless it can be demonstrated that there is a more sustainable option.
Where public water, sewerage and/or drainage services are not available within 200m of
a proposed subdivision or development, all lots or sites shall be self-sufficient in terms of
water supply (including firefighting water supply), drainage and effluent disposal.
Sufficient regard to suitability in respect of topography, soils, water tables and proximity
to water bodies must be demonstrated.
Note: SNZ PAS 4509:2008 New Zealand Fire Service Firefighting Water Supplies Code of
Practice should be consulted when determining the most appropriate design for
firefighting water supply. The New Zealand Fire Service is available to assist with this.

3.

In residential, commercial and industrial zones, and in other zones where power lines, gas
distribution pipes and telecommunication lines are available within 200m of any boundary
of any lot of a proposed subdivision or site of a proposed development, the services shall
be provided to the boundary of any lot created by the subdivided land, or proposed
development.
Note: Performance Standard 14.2.2: Undergrounding of lines and gas pipes also applies.

4.

All development and subdivision design and construction shall comply with the
requirements of NZS 4404:2010 Land Development and Subdivision Infrastructure and
NPDC & STDC Local Amendments to NZS 4404:2010 Land Development and Subdivision
Infrastructure (August 2013).

9.2.3

Roads and Access

1.

All lots and sites shall provide vehicle access, in accordance with the Council’s vehicle
crossing standards, to a formed legal road. Where it can be demonstrated that compliant
vehicle crossings are possible at more than one location along the road frontage, the
applicant may request that formation of the vehicle crossing is not required to be
undertaken as part of the subdivision. This decision shall be at the discretion of the
Council's Development Engineer.

2.

All development and subdivision design and construction shall comply with the
requirements of NZS 4404:2010 Land Development and Subdivision Infrastructure and
NPDC & STDC Local Amendments to NZS 4404:2010 Land Development and Subdivision
Infrastructure (August 2013), including any requirements for upgrading and/or forming
vehicle crossings, roads and rights-of-way in all zones.
Note: SNZ PAS 4509:2008 New Zealand Firefighting Water Supplies Code of Practice shall
be consulted to ensure compliance with the access way dimensions required for fire
appliances for developments where a fire appliance is not able to reach either the dwelling
or the source of firefighting water supply from the public road.
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Appendix 3: Relevant Objec�ves and Policies
Rural Zone
Objective 2.1.3
To ensure that subdivision, land use and development in the rural environment is of a nature,
scale, intensity and location that maintains and, where appropriate, enhances rural character
and amenity values.
Objective 2.1.4
To enable the efficient and effective functioning of farming and rural based activities, and
ensure that activities are not inhibited by adverse effects of new incompatible land uses.
Policy 2.1.5
Provide for rural subdivision at a scale, design and intensity where it is compatible with the
character and qualities of the surrounding environment, and limit more intensive or poorly
designed subdivision where the character and qualities would be degraded or compromised.
Policy 2.1.8
Manage the adverse effects of noise, vibration, odour, dust, traffic, glare and other nuisances
from land use activities and development through relevant performance standards and
appropriate spatial buffers and setback requirements for specific activities.
Policy 2.1.9
Ensure that new land use activities are of a nature, scale, intensity and location consistent with
maintaining the character and amenity of the rural environment, and avoids or mitigates
potential reverse sensitivity effects.
Policy 2.1.15
Manage potential reverse sensitivity conflict between farming, other rural activities and
sensitive activities through appropriate separation distances or other measures, while giving
priority to existing lawfully established activities.
Transportation
Objective 2.8.6
Well-designed and located vehicle access and parking to ensure the safety of people,
pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles and the efficient operation of the adjoining road network.
Policy 2.8.11
Establish a consistent approach to roading, access and subdivision design, in accordance with
NZS 4404:2010 Land Development and Subdivision Infrastructure (including local amendments
adopted by NPDC and STDC) and accepted national standards or guidelines, and require all
works to be designed and constructed to meet these standards.
Policy 2.8.12
Avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse effects that may arise from increased traffic or changed
traffic type, and new or changed access and intersections, through the use of standards and
controls.
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Policy 2.18.16
Maintain and enhance public access to and along rivers and lakes as far as practical, except
where restrictions are necessary to:
(a) Preserve natural character.
(b) Safeguard ecological or intrinsic attributes.
(c) Avoid conflicts between competing uses.
(d) Protect cultural and spiritual values of Tāngata Whenua.
(e) Protect human health and safety.
(f) Protect the integrity of river and flood control works.
(g) Protect significant infrastructure and network utilities.
(h) Provide for other exceptional circumstances that are sufficient to justify the restriction,
notwithstanding the national importance of maintaining access.
Policy 2.18.17
Promote public access to the margins of significant lakes and rivers, especially those of
recreational/access value, while recognising that restrictions may be necessary to provide for
the needs of alternative legislation or other values.
Policy 2.18.18
Prioritise the creation of esplanade reserves of strips along significant rivers valued for
recreational or public access purposes and consult with relevant affected parties.
Policy 2.18.19
Recognise cultural and spiritual values of Tāngata Whenua and enable customary activities to be
undertaken within and adjacent to lakes, rivers and other waterbodies, including by managing
subdivision, use and development adjacent to the Pātea River, Whenuakura River and Tāngāhoe
River given the cultural and spiritual values of these particular rivers.
Policy 2.18.22
Where appropriate, negotiate the voluntary creation of esplanade strips and access strips with
landowners by agreement.
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128B IHAIA
ROAD,
OPUNAKE

RESOURCE CONSENT APPLICATION FOR
AN ADDITIONAL 6 LOT SUBDIVISION

BY:
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Attached for Councils’ consideration under the rules for the South Taranaki District Plan is an
application for a Subdivision Resource Consent, on behalf of James Graeme Langton (the Applicant),
to undertake an additional 6-Lot subdivision of the property at 128B Ihaia Road, Opunake (Lot 2 DP
554880) which is currently being subdivided (Lot 1, STDC Application RMS 21079 dated 8 November
2021 refers).
The application is for a subdivision resource consent. It is proposed to create five additional lots for a
total of seven lots (inclusive of the balance lot – Lot 7 and the current Lot 1 approved subdivision), by
way of a single stage subdivision. The purpose of the subdivision is to annex five further lots in total
to enable debt elimination in a post covid era and the future retirement of the applicant from
production dairy farming.
Lots 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 will be annexed from Lot 7 (for a total of 8 from the original title), which will allow
a balance retention of approximately 39.6ha on the original title.
Lot sizes on completion shall be:
•

Lot 2 – 9,075m2,

•

Lot 3 – 7,752m2

•

Lot 4 – 8,515m2

•

Lot 5 – 7,080m2

•

Lot 6 – 6,530m2, and

•

Lot 7 – 39.6ha.

The proposal has been assessed as a Discretionary activity under the South Taranaki District Council’s
Operative District Plan 2005, Revised 2014.
Further details of the proposed subdivision are outlined in Sections 1 to 17 of this document.
In accordance with the Fourth Schedule of the Resource Management Act 1991 we include an
assessment of environmental effects corresponding to the scale and significance that the effects of
the proposed activity may have on the environment and an assessment of the relevant provisions of
any relevant Plan(s).

Rex Hurley
Planner, Juffermans Surveyors Limited (JSL)
(027) 445 8330
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JSL ref: 21181

APPLICATION FOR RESOURCE CONSENT FOR SUBDIVISION TO UNDERTAKE AN
ADDITIONAL SIX LOT SUBDIVISION OF 128B IHAIA ROAD, OPUNAKE

Applicants:

James Graeme Langton

Owners:

Einarsson Nominees Limited, James Graeme Langton, Valerie
June Langton

Land Location:

128B Ihaia Road, Opunake

Titles:

965405

Legal Description:

Lot 2 DP 554880

Consent Sought:

Subdivision Resource Consent

Application status:

Discretionary

1. THE SUBJECT SITE AND ITS IMMEDIATE SURROUNDINGS
The subject site is located at 128B Ihaia Road Opunake, is 44.66ha in size and comprised of one title
(Lot 2 DP554880, dated 25 January 2021) which has been subdivided twice before. Once in 1945 and
again in 2020, although it should be noted a third subdivision (Lot 1 of this development) was recently
approved by South Taranaki District Council on 8 November 2021, refer RMS21079.
The site has direct frontage onto Ihaia Road, is flat to rolling in relief and trapezoid in shape. The Lot
consists of an existing dairy shed, farm amenity buildings and vacant pastoral land utilised as a dairy
farm.
The Hihiwera Stream runs northeast to southwest across the site and will form the southern boundary
of Lot 6, while the western boundary of Lot 7 will be formed by the Otahi Stream.
Most of the paddock area, dairy shed, farm amenity buildings and the Hihiwera Stream, where it does
not form the boundary of the currently approved Lot 1, or the proposed Lots 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 will be
retained as part of Lot 7, the balance lot.
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The site is represented in the South Taranaki District Council, Operative District Plan 2015 (STDC ODP)
Planning Maps Urban R4B/Rural 03 and zoned Rural.

Figure 1: Extract of ODP Planning Map Urban 4b. Site boundary outline in red dots.

Figure 2: Extract of ODP Planning Map Urban R03. Site boundary outline in red dots.
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Currently the site extends west away from Ihaia Road and shares common boundaries with other
pastoral lots, a residence (albeit zoned rural) at 130 Ihaia Road and the Otahi Stream.

Figure 3: View north. Hihiwera Stream forming the southern boundary of Lot 6. Image 4 October 2021.

Figure 4: View back to Ihaia Road. The Tanker Lane on left will form a ROW to all proposed Lots. Image 20 April 2021.

Figure 5: View west up ROW towards Lot 6 from same location as Figure 4. Image 4 October 2021.
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Figure 6: View West. Herd grazing what has been approved as Lot 1, Cowshed behind to right of image. Image 20 April
2021.

Figure 7: View north to Mt Taranaki across Lot 5. Image 4 October 2021.

Figure 8: View south to Opunake across Lots 2 and 3. Image 4 October 2021.
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There are no notable features on the property, nor has it been used for any other purposes beyond
pastoral production. With the exception of the dairy operation, Taranaki Regional Council records
indicate no other past or present HAIL Activities on the site.

Figure 9: HAIL and current Land Use, 128B Ihaia Road. Image courtesy of TRC Local Maps retrieved 27 August 2021 from
https://maps.trc.govt.nz/LocalMapsViewer/?map=2a9b37137d15426e946eebd64acad4b1

Figure 10: 1953 Historical Aerial. Retrieved 27 August 2021 from
https://retrolens.co.nz/map/#/1671612.302721905/5631690.105491403/1675911.8855630597/5634938.6791936075/219
3/10
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The Otahi Stream in the northern portion of the site runs northeast to southwest across the top of the
site and forms a natural boundary on the northwestern side of Lot 7. While the Hihiwera Stream
conversely does the opposite on the southern side of the site and forms a natural boundary on the
southern side of approved Lot 1 and proposed Lot 6. Both the Hihiwera and Otahi Streams are
recognised under the statutory acknowledgements of Taranaki Iwi.
Ihaia Road is an open-ended double lane ‘secondary collector’ road with a posted speed limit of 50
km/h with grass and gravel berms with stormwater managed by swale and ditch drainage systems. It
is lined by 11kV Overhead Power lines and embedded 150mm water mains, reticulated sewer,
telecommunication and fibre cables. On the actual proposed building site, being rural, there is no
embedded reticulated water or sewerage drainage systems.

Figure 11: View south of residential amenity down Ihaia Road. Image 4 October 2021.

Figure 12: STDC Utilities Ihaia Road, Opunake. Image courtesy of BeforeUDig. Retrieved 27 August 2021.
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The surrounds are dominated by neighbouring dairy farms and the residential lots of Ihaia, Whitcombe
and associated smaller roads of north eastern Opunake. 1.8km to the west is the township of
Opunake, 43.6km to the north-east is the township of Stratford and 60km to the north New Plymouth.

Figure 13: View south to Opunake across the western corner of Lot 4. Drain in shot marks western boundary of Lot 4.
Image 4 October 2021.

Figure 14: View north to rural surrounds. Lot 6 can be seen in top left of shot past post and wire fence. Image 4 October
2021.

Figure 15: View east to residences in Ihaia Road. Image 20 April 2021.
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2. THE PROPOSAL
The application is for a subdivision resource consent. It is proposed to create five additional lots for a
total of six lots (inclusive of the balance lot – Lot 7), by way of a single stage subdivision. The purpose
of the subdivision is to annex five further lots in total to enable debt elimination in a post covid era
and the future retirement of the applicant from production dairy farming.
Lots 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 will be annexed from Lot 7 (for a total of 8 from the original title), which will allow
a balance retention of approximately 39.6ha on the original title.
Lot sizes on completion shall be:
•

Lot 2 – 9,075m2,

•

Lot 3 – 7,752m2

•

Lot 4 – 8,515m2

•

Lot 5 – 7,080m2

•

Lot 6 – 6,530m2, and

•

Lot 7 – 39.6ha.

Figure 13: Proposed subdivision.
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Lot 1 – Is a Lot recently approved for subdivision by South Taranaki District Council. Refer RMS21079
dated 8 November 2021. It is trapezoid in shape extending northwest away from Ihaia Road and will
be approximately 1.11ha in size on the completion of this subdivision.
Lots 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are predominantly rectangular in shape while Lot 2 will be approximately 9,075m2,
Lot 3 7,752m2, Lot 4,515m2, Lot 5 7,080m2, and Lot 6 6,530m2 in size on the completion of this
subdivision.
Each Lot will share common boundaries with each other and Lot 7. Lots 3, 4 and 5 will have their
vehicle entrances clustered around the existing operational cowshed, while all Lots, with the exception
of Lot 1, will be within 150m of the operational cowshed and thus in breach of STDC ODP Rule 3.2.2.a.
This was discussed at a pre-application meeting (15 September 2021) with Liam Dagg, Group Manager
Environmental Services, STDC and it was agreed that a reverse sensitivity no complaints covenant
being placed upon the Title of each Lot would be sufficient to address this concern while the cowshed
continues to operate.
Lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 will be serviced by the existing vehicle crossing point at 128B Ihaia Road upon
which a ROW will be formed in the favour of Lots 2, 3, 5, 5 and 6 as per Figure 13 Proposed Subdivision
above.

Figure 14: Operational cowshed at top of ROW, Lot 5 to right of image. Image 4 October 2021.

Lot 7 – Is the balance lot of Lot 2 DP 554880. It is rectangular in shape extending west away from Ihaia
Road and will be approximately 39.6ha in size on the completion of this subdivision. The Lot will be
serviced by the existing gravel covered vehicle/tanker crossing point at 128B Ihaia Road.
The Lot will share common boundaries with Lot 1, 128a, 130 and 135 Ihaia Road, Longfellow Road
termination Road and the Otahi Stream and will include a component of the Hihiwera Stream. As the
Otahi Steam is a statutory acknowledged waterways under the Taranaki Settlements Act, 2013 it is
proposed that an esplanade strip of 20m along the banks of the Otahi be offered as part of this
proposal.
21181
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3. LEGAL AND PRACTICABLE ACCESS
Lot 1 currently has formed vehicle crossing point. It has been approved (RMS21079) that the current
vehicle crossing point at 128A Ihaia Road will be upgraded and a ROW formed upon 128A Ihaia Road
in the favour of Lot 1.

Figure 15: Existing 128A Road vehicle crossing point. Image courtesy of Google Maps, January 2014.

Lot 7 currently has a lawfully established formed gravel tanker crossing point. It is proposed that Lot
7 continues to use this existing crossing point and a ROW be formed in the favour of Lots 2, 3, 4, 5 and
6 to utilise this existing crossing point.

Figure 16: Existing 128B Ihaia Road tanker crossing. Image courtesy of Google Maps, January 2014.
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4. EXISTING SERVICES
WATER
The site currently has no reticulated water connection due to its rural location. However, Lots 2, 3, 4,
5 and 6 are of sufficient size and to allow potable water to be collected from the roofs of the dwellings
and smaller amenity buildings. As such Lots 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 shall obtain potable water from within
their defined boundaries utilising roof mounted collection systems.
Lot 7 contains an existing Dairy shed, farm amenity buildings and potable water supply associated with
the dairy farm use. As such Lot 7 shall continue to use the existing supply.
SEWER SERVICES
The site has no connection to reticulated drainage and the distance from the likely building sites to
the reticulated sewer is over 200m. Therefore, it is proposed given that the lot is of sufficient size
that Lots 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 utilise appropriate septic tank effluent system’s.
Lot 7 contains no existing domestic effluent system contained within the boundaries of the
allotment as it is part of an operational dairy. Therefore, as Lot 7 shall continue to operate as part of
a profitable dairy farm the existing effluent systems, for which Easement Instrument 11608781.5
dated 24 January 2020 applies, shall continue to be utilised and deemed sufficient for this proposal.
STORMWATER
Stormwater will be contained onsite and used as a potable water supply for Lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.
Any overflow will be disposed of to ground by way of soakage.
POWER AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Power and telecommunications line pass the Ihaia Road frontage of all Lots. Lot 7 has an existing
connection to both power and telecommunications service therefore, it is proposed that Lot 7
continues to use the existing supply.
Lots 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 have no existing connection. As Lot 7 has an existing supply it is proposed that
this supply be upgraded either through the installation of a berm mounted transformer and/or
appropriate switchgear to allow Lots 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 to be supplied from this supply, unless a
purchaser chooses to be self-sufficient with regards to power and be able to run off either solar or
wind generation. For telecommunications the wireless cellular network shall be used.
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5. DISTRICT PLAN ASSESSMENT
The relevant Plan against which this activity shall be assessed is the South Taranaki District Council
Operative District Plan 2015.
The area and restrictions applying to this site under the District Plan are:
Zone: Rural
Those rules of the District Plan relevant to this proposed subdivision activity are considered as follows:

RURAL ZONE
Rule No.
3.2.1

Parameter
“The maximum number of dwelling
units per site shall be…”

Status
Permitted

Comment
Lots 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 does not contain a
dwelling, therefore one dwelling may
be built on this lot due to these lots
being < 20ha in size.
Lot 7 shall be able to build two
dwellings as it is >20ha however, the
intent is that it will continue its
function as a productive dairy or dry
stock farm.

3.2.2.a

“…Dwelling unit, home occupation …
shall be located no closer than:…

Permitted

(ii) Minimum setback: Road boundary
10m…”

3.2.2.a

The proposed Lots 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6
building sites are located more than
10m from the road boundary.
Lot 7 shall continue to operate as
productive dairy or dry stock farm and
does not contain a dwelling. However,
should the desire arise any new
dwellings will be constructed more
than 10m from the road boundary.

“…Dwelling unit, home occupation …
shall be located no closer than:…

Permitted

Any new dwelling constructed on Lots
2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 will be located more
than 10m from the side boundary.

(iii) 10m to any other site boundary…”
Any new buildings on Lot 7 will be
located more than 10m from any
other site boundary. However, Lot 7
shall continue to operate as
productive dairy farm in the interim.
3.2.2.a

“…Dwelling unit, home occupation …
shall be located no closer than:…”

Permitted

Any new buildings on Lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
and 7 will be less than 10m in height.

(iv) Maximum Building Height: 10m.”
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Rule No.
3.2.2.a

Parameter
“…Dwelling unit, home occupation …
shall be located no closer than:…

RURAL ZONE
Status
Discretionary

(vi) 150m from any dairy/milking shed…
not in the same ownership…”

3.2.2.a

“…Dwelling unit, home occupation …
shall be located no closer than:…

Permitted

The proposed building platform for Lot
6 is located approximately 815m from
the Otahi Stream and shall be located
30m, or more from the Hihiwera
Stream.

Permitted

Lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 will continue to
be serviced by the existing vehicle
crossing point at 128B Ihaia Road via a
ROW upon Lot 7 in favour of Lots 2, 3,
4, 5 and 6.

(viii) 30m from all other significant
waterbodies in Schedule 5.”
3.2.7.a

“All activities shall be provided with
practicable vehicle access from a road,
and on-site parking, manoeuvring
areas…”

Comment
The site contains an existing Dairy
shed on proposed Lot 7. However,
given the site is currently in the same
ownership and that a pre-application
meeting was held with Liam Dagg on
15/9/21 and that it was agreed that
the lodgement of no complaints
covenants upon the title was an
appropriate mitigation measure this is
considered a discretionary but
acceptable activity.

Lots 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are of sufficient
size to provide on-site parking and
manoeuvring areas as required by
STDC ODP 2015, Standards 10.3.

Figure 17: Distance from Otahi Stream to proposed Lot 6 building platform. Image courtesy of Landonline NZ, 21
November 2021.
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SUBDIVISION AND DEVELOPMENT
Rule No.
9.1.2

Parameter
“…comply with the performance
standards in Section 9.2: Subdivision of
land in all Zones…”

Status
Controlled

Comment
The proposal will comply with Standard
9.2 as defined below.

9.2.1

“Lot Design and Parameters – Rural
Zone”

Complies

Lots 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are > 4,000m2 and
Lot 7, the balance lot, is > 20ha in size.

9.2.2.2

“…all lots or sites shall be self-sufficient
in terms of water supply…drainage and
effluent disposal...”

Complies

Water: Lots 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 shall
obtain potable water from within their
defined boundaries utilising roof
mounted collection systems.
Lot 7 does not contain a dwelling as it
is part of a profitable dairy farm. It
contains an existing Dairy shed, farm
amenity buildings and potable water
supply associated with the dairy farm
use. As such Lot 7 shall continue to
use the existing supply.
Sewerage: Lots 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 shall
utilise a septic tank effluent system.
Lot 7 shall continue to operate as part
of a profitable dairy farm the existing
effluent systems, for which Easement
Instrument 11608781.5 dated 24
January 2020 applies, shall continue to
be utilised.
Drainage: Stormwater will be utilised
as potable water for all Lots with an
excess disposed of too ground by way
of soakage.

9.2.2.3

“….other zones where power lines, gas
distribution pipes and
telecommunication lines are available
within 200m of any boundary of any lot
of a proposed subdivision or site of a
proposed development, the services
shall be provided to the boundary of any
lot created by the subdivided land…”

21181
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A connection for Lots 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6
shall be provided by upgrading the
existing supply to Lot 7 either through
the installation of a transformer or
appropriate switchgear.
Lot 7 shall continue to utilise the
existing power and telecommunication
connection.
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SUBDIVISION AND DEVELOPMENT
Rule No.
9.2.3.1

Parameter
“All lots and sites shall provide vehicle
access…compliant vehicle crossings are
possible at more than one location
along the road frontage, the applicant
may….”

Status
Complies

Comment
Lot 1 currently has formed vehicle
crossing point. It has been approved
that the current vehicle crossing point
at 128A Ihaia Road be upgraded and a
ROW formed upon 128A Ihaia Road in
the favour of Lot 1.
Lot 7 currently has a lawfully
established formed gravel tanker
crossing point. It is proposed that Lot
7 continues to use this existing
crossing point and a ROW be formed
in the favour of Lots 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 to
utilise this existing crossing point.

9.2.5

Requirement for financial contributions

Complies

Financial contributions will be paid as
per STDC ODP Section 16 – Financial
Contribution Rules.

9.2.6

“An esplanade reserve or strip of up to
20m width may be required….”

Complies

It is proposed that an esplanade strip
of 20m along the banks of the Otahi
Stream will be offered as part of this
proposal.

Assessment
As can be seen from the table above resource consent is required for the following matters:
•
•

3.2.2.a - Dwelling unit, home occupation shall be located no closer than (vi) 150m from any
dairy/milking shed not in the same ownership – Discretionary Activity, and
9.1.2 – Subdivision of land within all Zones – Controlled Activity.

Overall, it is considered that the consents and their assessment may be bundled and considered
holistically as a Discretionary activity enabling all relevant effects and matters to be considered.

6. OTHER CONSENTS, STATUTORY ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS AND CROSS BOUNDARY
MATTERS
There are no other consents required from other statutory bodies in relation to this application.
There are no applicable National Environmental Standards in relation to this application.
The site is recognised as having a statutory acknowledged waterway as per the Taranaki Claims
Settlement Act 2013. However, as Lot 1 (RMS21079) has been recently approved no consultation
has been entered into on the authority of Liam Dagg, Environmental Services Manager, STDC, email
dated 27 October 2021.
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7. PERMITTED BASELINE ASSESSMENT
District Plan:
As any form of subdivision is at least a controlled activity there are no environmental effects arising
from the division of the land to be discounted as part of the permitted baseline under the rules of
the District Plan.
Unimplemented Resource Consents:
There are no known approved but as yet unimplemented resource consents affecting this site.
Existing Environment:
The existing site and surrounds have been described at Section 1 (Pages 3-9 above) and represent
the benchmark against which all effects arising from this activity shall be assessed. In this instance
there are ‘rural’ environmental elements that form part of the permitted baseline existing
environment.
The ‘rural’ elements of the site are that:
•
•
•

•

It resides overlooking open farmland which is currently used for dairy farming with an overall
feeling is of spaciousness with sweeping views to the west and east to Mt Taranaki.
All built form is less than 10m in height are widely spaced and has low dense form
characteristics associated with the rural building plane form.
As the site is located in a rural area and has existing overhead power circuits, water troughs,
open space, dairy shed, cattle yard and post and wire fencing and no waste-water or amenities
and the proposed building platform on Lots 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 can be self-sufficient with regards
to potable water, sewerage and stormwater it is considered the proposal continues to provide
‘rural’ character.
Overall, the feeling is of typical New Zealand countryside living with open space, peace and
quiet, yet town is a simple 2 minute trip away.

8. WRITTEN APPROVALS AND CONSULTATION
No consultation has occurred with neighbouring properties about the proposed activity as while it
has been identified as a discretionary activity at a pre-application meeting (15 September 2021) with
Liam Dagg, Group Manager Environmental Services, STDC it was agreed that a reverse sensitivity no
complaints covenant being placed upon the Title of each Lot would be sufficient to address this
concern while the cowshed continues to operate.
As such any adverse effects are identified as being less than minor for the reasons stated in the
Assessment of Environmental Effects which follows or considered to be anticipated by Council.
In respect of all other persons, it is considered that any adverse effects on people will be less than
minor for the reasons set out in the following assessment of effects. As such no written approvals
have been sought.
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9. ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS (Sections 95a, 95B and 104a)
Design, layout, shape and location of lots
The site has an area of approximately 44.6ha and is bordered by an operational dairy farm, a rural
residential lot, residential lots of north eastern Opunake and the Otahi Stream. The proposal is likely
to create a landscape change from what exists in Lots 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 as the proposal introduces
additional titles with the option of the creation of a dwelling and ancillary buildings. However, given
that the area being subdivided is minimal and the total productive area of the dairy farm still
remains 40 times the size of the lot being divided, along with the nearby urban and rural residential
character of neighbouring properties it is considered this proposal does not create an impact in the
context of the wider environment.
In respect of spatial character, the proposed lot sizes are of a similar size to the neighbouring ‘rural’
lots making up this environment and exceed the minimum requirements of 4000m2 of Council’s
standards. The size and shape of the proposed lots will maintain the overriding ‘open’ spatial
character of this environment and allow each lot to be self-sufficient with regards to effluent
management, potable water and stormwater.
To either side, within and opposite the application site, dwellings and ancillary buildings have been
constructed up to one or two stories. Any new dwellings and/or associated amenity building will be
constructed to a requirement of not exceeding 10m in height thereby maintaining consistency with
the existing environment and the overriding spatial character of the environment.
The subdivision has been designed so that all lots will have road frontage to Ihaia Road via existing
lawfully formed crossing point and driveways, or points that will be upgraded as part of this
subdivision therefore, access to the lots will be via these locations. As the existing vehicle crossing
points shall be used it is considered that no impediments exist to prevent physical access to and from
these sites.
Therefore, any effects will be less than minor.
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Infrastructure and services, including water supply (including firefighting water supply), wastewater
systems, stormwater control and disposal, telecommunications and electricity.
As Lot 7 contains a lawfully established Dairy Shed and ancillary farm buildings already connected to
Power and Telecom telecommunication services and that both lots are or can be self-sufficient with
regards to effluent management, potable, storm and waste water, and in Lot 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6’s case
power and telecommunications no change will occur.
Therefore, any effects generated will be less than minor.
Transport infrastructure and traffic effects, including roads and access, and the capacity of the
roading network to cope with additional vehicle movements and road upgrade requirements.
Ihaia Road is an open-ended double lane ‘secondary collector’ road with a posted speed limit of 50
km/h with grass and gravel berms with stormwater managed by swale and ditch drainage systems.
The frontage onto Ihaia Road is straight in alignment, flat in gradient and has clear site lines as such
drivers will have ready visibility along it (refer Fig 11, pg 8 above and Fig 18 below).
Each lot is of a size to provide on-site manoeuvring to enable vehicles to enter the proposed Lots
then exit the Lots onto Ihaia Road in a forward movement and traffic movements are anticipated to
be approximately 60 movements per day (10 movements per Lot, 50 more total than now) onto
Ihaia Road.
By exiting onto Ihaia Road, the lots optimise access to the existing road network, however due to the
lack of public transport services in rural Taranaki, the site does not lend itself to minimising private
transport as there are minimal public transport network services available at this location.
Therefore, any effects of traffic loading on a ‘Secondary Collector’ Road will be less than minor.

Figure 18: View East from exit of 128B Ihaia Road. Image 4 October 2021.
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Provision of reserves, esplanade reserves/strips, access strips, including connections to existing and
future reserves.
Lot 2 contains the Hihiwera Stream and is bordered by the Otahi Stream. Both the Hihiwera and
Otahi Streams are statutory acknowledged under the Taranaki Settlements Act, 2013. It is proposed
that an esplanade strip of 20m along the banks of the Otahi Stream be taken as part of this proposal.
Therefore, any effects generated will be less than minor.
Avoidance or mitigation of natural hazards.
As the proposal continues to use the existing site form and introduces a boundary which follows the
natural course of the Hihiwera and Otahi Streams but does not change landform it will not
contribute to an increase in natural hazards.
Therefore, any effects generated will be less than minor.
Effects on significant sites and features, including natural, cultural, historic heritage and
waterbodies.
The site contains the Hihiwera and Otahi Streams, statutorily identified waterbodies, however as the
proposal continues to use the existing site form and introduces a boundary which follows the natural
course of both streams but does not change landform or land use it is considered this proposal will
not impact on either the Hihiwera and Otahi Streams. Therefore, as previous repeated approaches
for consultation with Te Kāhui o Taranaki have occurred (RMS21079), although no feedback has
been provided over a four month period, it is considered any effects generated will be less than
minor.
Management of construction effects, including traffic movements, hours of operation, noise,
earthworks and erosion and sediment control.
As the proposal continues to use the existing site form there will be no construction activities as a
consequence. Therefore, any effects generated will be less than minor.
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The management of potential reverse sensitivity effects on existing land uses, including network
utilities. These effects could include but not limited to noise, vibration, odour, dust and visual
effects.
The establishment of the potential for additional dwellings through this application will not worsen
any existing adverse reverse sensitivity effect on the ability of persons to use the remaining rural
properties surrounding in a manner that meets the permitted activity standards of the District Plan
as it is proposed to limit such dwellings to one per Lot.
As the proposed Lots 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 building platforms will be located closer than the stipulated 150m
from the operational dairy shed, it is considered that as this is a known environment and that after a
pre-application meeting (15 September 2021) with Liam Dagg, Group Manager Environmental
Services, STDC it was agreed that a reverse sensitivity no complaints covenant being placed upon the
Title of each Lot would provide sufficient mitigation to address this concern while the cowshed
continues to operate.
Therefore, any adverse effects will be less than minor.
Reverse sensitivity effects resulting from the location of residential or commercial allotments in the
vicinity of petroleum exploration and/or production activities, or largescale renewable electricity
generation activities.
Not applicable to this site.
Energy efficiency, such as whether the subdivision road and lot layouts makes efficient use of
existing transport links; minimises vehicle trips and reliance of private motor vehicles and whether
lot dimensions facilitate the siting and design of dwellings that can maximise use of passive solar
energy
The proposed Lots are orientated to the northwest and in an elevated position allowing the
potential conversion of the existing dwelling and the Dairy Shed to leverage the benefits of passive
solar energy or wind generation for their energy needs and due to the distance from the roadside it
is in fact proposed that Lots 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 utilise this technology for their energy needs.
By adjoining Ihaia Road the lots optimise access to the existing road network, however due its South
Taranaki location the site does not lend itself to minimising private transport as there is no public
transport network services available at this location.
Therefore, any effects generated will be less than minor.
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Compliance with the Council’s Land development and Subdivision Infrastructure requirements.
Being rural lots for which existing on site self-sufficient servicing exist, or will be able to exist, the
proposed subdivision will be able to continue to comply with any Council engineering standards
considered applicable to this development.
Those matters described in Section 108 and 220 of the RMA.
It is proposed that Lots 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are subject to a no-complaints covenant that would also be
transposed on to the records of title for the new lots.
Summary of Effects
The site benefits from the close proximity of the Opunake settlement and being within a 15-20
minutes drive to Hawera and Stratford, or 45 minutes to New Plymouth, in terms of connection to
community and amenities. Like many townships in the region, a number of people are looking to
move into the ‘countryside’ be it to enjoy the benefits of rural living, have more space, become selfsufficient and/or live “off the grid.
The creation of 5 ‘rural lifestyle’ allotments, in addition to a viable farming balance lot 40 times that
being subdivided, is not seen as out of context and is in fact complimentary to the wider area mix of
rural lifestyle, pastoral farming and residential influences of Opunake. It will also provide an
additional housing opportunity to meet the growing needs of the community and positive economic
effects for service providers in the local community in a post Covid era.
Overall, it is suggested the location and utilisation of a vacant land in the rural environment means
this proposal will blend into the wider productive landscape in an ideal scale.

Figure 19: Lot 1 proposed site. Image 20 April 2021.
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10. NOTIFICATION ASSESSMENT

Public Notification Assessment
Step 1: Mandatory public notification in certain circumstances
No mandatory notification is required as:
•
•
•

The applicant does not request that the application is publicly notified (s95A(3)(a))
The applicant undertakes to provide any relevant information requested by the Council to
assist in the understanding of any effects arising from the proposal; and
The application does not involve any exchange of recreation reserved land under s15A of the
Reserves Act 1977 (s95A(3)(c)).

Step 2: If not required by step 1, public notification precluded in certain
circumstances
The application is not precluded from public notification Under 95(A)(5)(b) as it is not a controlled
activity or a boundary activity.

Step 3: If not precluded by step 2, public notification required in certain
circumstances
For the reasons set out in the foregoing assessment of effects it is considered that any adverse
effects arising from the proposed activity in the context of the existing use occurring on the site and
the character of the surrounding environment will be no more than less than minor.

Step 4: Public notification in special circumstances
If an application has not been publicly notified as a result of any of the previous steps, then the
council is required to determine whether special circumstances exist that warrant it being publicly
notified (s95A(9)).
Special circumstances are those that are:
•
•
•

exceptional or unusual, but something less than extraordinary
outside of the common run of applications of this nature, or
circumstances which makes notification desirable, notwithstanding the conclusion that the
adverse effects will be no more than minor.

In this instance, given the context provided by the surrounding environment, the subdivision and
subsequent land use of the proposed lots is not deemed to be exceptional or unusual in this
environment and as such the proposal has nothing out of the ordinary run of things to suggest that
public notification should occur.
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Public notification conclusion
Having undertaken the s95A public notification tests, the following conclusions are reached:
• Under step 1, public notification is not mandatory.
• Under step 2, as the proposal is a controlled activity subdivision the application is precluded from
Public Notification.
• Under step 3, public notification is not required as any adverse effects will be less than minor.
• Under step 4, there are no special circumstances that warrant the application being publicly
notified.
Therefore, this application can be processed without public notification.

Limited Notification Assessment
Step 1: Certain affected protected customary rights groups must be notified
There are no protected customary rights groups or customary marine title groups affected by the
proposed activity (s95B(2)).
In addition, the council must determine whether the proposed activity is on or adjacent to, or may
affect, land that is subject of a statutory acknowledgement under schedule 11, and whether the
person to whom the statutory acknowledgement is made is an affected person (s95B(3)).
In this instance, the site is recognised as being adjacent to, land that is subject to statutory
acknowledgement of the Taranaki Claims Settlement Act 2013, therefore consultation would occur
normally. However, as RMS21079 has recently been approved a second round of consultation has
been considered unnecessary by Liam Dagg, Group Manager Environmental Services (email 27
October 2021 refers).

Step 2: If not required by step 1, limited notification precluded in certain
circumstances
Section 95B(6) precludes limited notification of a proposal if:
•
•

all applicable rule(s) or national environmental standard(s) preclude public notification of the
application,
the application is for a controlled activity (other than a subdivision);

We note that the applicable rules do not preclude limited notification of the application.
As the application is for a discretionary activity subdivision it is therefore not precluded from limited
notification under the second test of Step 2.
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Step 3: If not precluded by step 2, certain other affected persons must be
notified
Section 95B(8) necessitates a determination, in accordance with Section 95E, as to whether limited
notification of a proposal is required having determined if any persons is an affected person in
accordance with Section 95E.
For the purposes of Section 95E and as set out in the assessment of effects above, which includes an
assessment on people, as any adverse effects on people will be less than minor no persons are
deemed to be adversely affected and as such no limited notification is required.

Step 4: Further notification in special circumstances
In addition to the findings of the previous steps, the Council is also required to determine whether
special circumstances exist in relation to the application that warrant notification of the application
to any other persons not already determined as eligible for limited notification.
Special circumstances are those that are:
• exceptional or unusual, but something less than extraordinary;
• outside of the common run of applications of this nature; or
• circumstances which make limited notification to any other person desirable, notwithstanding
the conclusion that no other person has been considered eligible.
In this instance, given the context provided by the surrounding environment, the subdivision and
subsequent land use of the proposed lots it is not deemed to be exceptional or unusual because the
proposal is conventional in nature and what deviation from the range of effects anticipated by the
applicable planning framework occur can be managed by conditions as defined by Liam Dagg, Group
Manager Environmental Services, 15 September 2021. Therefore, limited notification should not
occur.
Limited notification conclusion
Having undertaken the s95B limited notification tests, the following conclusions are reached:
• Under step 1, limited notification is not mandatory.
• Under step 2, being a discretionary activity subdivision the application is not precluded from
limited notification.
• Under step 3, the adverse effects on any persons will be less than minor and as such no persons
are adversely affected.
• Under step 4, there are no special circumstances that warrant the application being limited
notified to any persons.
Therefore, as outlined in Steps 1 to 4 above this application can be processed without limited
notification.
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11. SECTION 104 ASSESSMENT
Statutory Matters
Section 104(1) of the Resource Management Act 1991 [the Act] requires that when considering a
resource consent application and any submissions received, the consent authority must, subject to
Part 2, have regard to:
(a)

any actual and potential effects on the environment of allowing the activity; and

(b)

any relevant provisions of(vi) a plan or proposed plan; and

(c)

any other matter the consent authority considers relevant and reasonably necessary to
determine the application.

•

104(2) of the Act directs that, when forming an opinion as to any actual or potential effects
on the environment, a consent authority may disregard an adverse effect of the activity on
the environment if the plan permits an activity with that effect.

•

The Plan relevant to this application is the operative South Taranaki District Plan.

Actual and Potential Effects on the Environment (section 104(1)(a))
An assessment of actual and potential effects has been undertaken at Section 10 of this report.
Having regard for the absence of any significant adverse effects and the positive social effects arising
from the proposal of providing land title to enable the community to provide for additional housing
needs, it is considered that, overall, this six lot subdivision will generate effects that are acceptable
in this environment.
District Plan and any Relevant Statutory Documents (section 104(1)(b))
Operative District Plan
Under the South Taranaki District Plan, 2015, the site is zoned Rural and has no additional overlays.
Rules
An assessment of the rules has been undertaken within Sections 5 and 6 of this report. Other than
the reasons stated for requiring resource consent; the proposal will comply with all other relevant
standards of the District Plan.
Environmental Effects Assessment Criteria
The relevant assessment criteria set out in the District Plan have been used as the basis for undertaking
the assessment of environmental effects. In finding that the proposal will have less than minor
adverse effects and that, overall, it is acceptable in this environment, it is considered that the relevant
assessment criteria have been satisfied.
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Objectives and Policies
The relevant objectives and policies of the District Plan are considered in the table below. As
outlined in the Assessment of Environmental Effects and as summarised below, the proposed 2 Lot
subdivision encompassing one existing Lots and one proposed rural lifestyle lot is consistent with the
outcomes sought by these provisions of the District Plan.
Operative District Plan
RURAL ZONE
Issue 2.1.1: The adverse effects of activities on the character of areas and on other activities.
Issue 2.1.2: Rural subdivision can provide for economic and lifestyle/living opportunities but can
also negatively impact on the functioning of productive and other rural land use activities, rural
character and amenity values, and create demand for services.
Objective 2.1.3

To ensure that subdivision, land use and development in the rural
environment is of a nature, scale, intensity and location that maintains
and, where appropriate, enhances rural character and amenity values.

Objective 2.1.4

To enable the efficient and effective functioning of farming and rural
based activities, and ensure that activities are not inhibited by adverse
effects of new incompatible land uses.

Policy 2.1.5

Provide for rural subdivision at a scale, design and intensity where it is
compatible with the character and qualities of the surrounding
environment, and limit more intensive or poorly designed subdivision
where the character and qualities would be degraded or compromised.
•

•

Policy 2.1.9

Ensure that new land use activities are of a nature, scale, intensity and
location consistent with maintaining the character and amenity of the
rural environment, and avoids or mitigates potential reverse sensitivity
effects.
•

Policy 2.1.14

The proposed subdivision will not change the spatial relationship
between the existing activities presently occurring on site nor the
surrounds as it utilises the existing environment based on the
neighbouring character and amenity.
Each lot is also of a larger scale than that prescribed as a minimum,
and there is a retention of a viable farming unit exceeding 20ha in
size.

As per Policy 2.1.5 above with the inclusion of a no complaints
covenant on each new lot as stipulated by Liam Dagg, Group
Manager Environmental Services, 15 September 2021.

Avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects on rural privacy and rural
character in the Rural Zone by maintaining road and site boundary
setbacks for all buildings, while recognising that the degree of privacy
and rural spaciousness is different in areas comprising existing smaller
rural-residential lots.
•

As per Policy 2.1.5 above as each lot continues to utilise the
existing environment as it is the rural space, amenity and privacy
continue to meet or exceed Council’s requirements.
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Issue 2.1.1: The adverse effects of activities on the character of areas and on other activities
(continued).
Issue 2.1.2: Rural subdivision can provide for economic and lifestyle/living opportunities but can
also negatively impact on the functioning of productive and other rural land use activities, rural
character and amenity values, and create demand for services (continued).
Policy 2.1.19

Control the scale, intensity, size and design of rural subdivision and land
development so that on-site wastewater treatment and disposal
systems do not result in contamination of soil, groundwater or other
natural resources.
•

Policy 2.1.20

As per Policy 2.1.5 above as each lot continues to utilise the
existing environment and/or are, or can be, self-sufficient and
contained in terms of potable water, effluent and stormwater
systems within their boundaries contamination of the receiving
environment should not occur.

Ensure that rural residences can access on-site sufficient quantities of
potable water to avoid risks to human health and amenity.
•

Lots 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are of a sufficient size to allow any new
dwelling to have adequate potable water through the utilisation of
roof collection systems.

Figure 20: View south. Hihiwera Stream from ROW Culvert crossing. Image 4 October 2021.
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TĀNGATA WHENUA
Issue 2.7.3: The lack of recognition of and provision for the relationship of Tāngata Whenua and
their culture and traditions (including mauri) with their ancestral lands, waters, sites and areas
of cultural and spiritual significance, wāhi tapu and other taonga.
Issue 2.7.4: Loss, damage and degradation to sites and areas of cultural and spiritual
significance resulting from inappropriate subdivision, use and development of land resources.
Objective 2.7.6

To recognise and provide for the relationship of Tāngata Whenua and
their culture and traditions (including mauri) with land, water, sites and
areas of cultural and spiritual significance, wāhi tapu and other taonga.

Objective 2.7.9

To provide Tāngata Whenua with opportunities to participate in
resource management processes and decision-making.

Policy 2.7.13

To encourage, where appropriate, as part of the determination of
resource consent applications, consultation with Tāngata Whenua be
undertaken and reported to the decision making authority.
•

Policy 2.7.14

Identify sites and areas of cultural and spiritual significance to Tāngata
Whenua for protection from inappropriate subdivision, use and
development based on criteria developed with Tāngata Whenua.
•

Policy 2.7.15

Te Kāhui o Taranaki have not been approached for whakahoki
kōrero (feedback) on the direction of Liam Dagg, Group Manager
Environmental Services, 27 October 2021.

There are no identified culturally significant sites shown on District
Planning maps for this site. However, the Hihiwera and Otahi
Streams are present. As such it is proposed a 20m esplanade strip
of the Otahi be taken as part of this proposal.

Avoid effects in the first instance, and if they cannot be avoided, then
remedy or mitigate any adverse effects of activities that could destroy,
degrade or damage the cultural values associated with a site or area of
cultural or spiritual significance when assessing proposals for
subdivision, use and development.
•

As per Policies 2.7.13 and 2.7.14 above.
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TRANSPORTATION
Issue 2.8.1: The safe and efficient operation of the road and rail networks can be adversely
affected by subdivision, land use and development, such as through additional traffic volumes,
unsafe access and intersection arrangements, and over-use of roads for parking.
Objective 2.8.6

Well-designed and located vehicle access and parking to ensure the
safety of people, pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles and the efficient
operation of the adjoining road network.

Policy 2.8.11

Establish a consistent approach to roading, access and subdivision
design, in accordance with NZS 4404:2010 Land Development and
Subdivision Infrastructure (including local amendments adopted by
NPDC and STDC) and accepted national standards or guidelines, and
require all works to be designed and constructed to meet these
standards.
•

Policy 2.8.12

The site contains existing lawfully established vehicle crossing
points constructed to the standards of STDC at the time. It is
considered that the gravel covered tanker track at 128B Ihaia Road
is still appropriate for the function it performs and will not require
upgrading by right.

Avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse effects that may arise from
increased traffic or changed traffic type, and new or changed access
and intersections, through the use of standards and controls.
•

It is not considered this application will create adverse effects as
detailed in “transport infrastructure and traffic effects” (Refer pg
20 above).

Figure 21: Hihiwera Stream, mixture of exotic and indigenous species. Image 20 April 2021.
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INDIGENOUS BIODIVERSITY
Issue 2.17.1: Inappropriate subdivision, use and development can result in the modification,
damage or destruction of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of
indigenous fauna.
Issue 2.17.2: Loss, damage and degradation to sites and areas of cultural and spiritual
significance resulting from inappropriate subdivision, use and development of land resources.
Objective 2.17.3

Policy 2.17.7

Protect areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant
habitats of indigenous fauna from inappropriate subdivision, use and
development.
Avoid, remedy or mitigate any significant adverse effects of subdivision,
use and development that would result in a loss of indigenous
biodiversity values such as:
(a) Clearance, modification, damage or destruction of large areas of
intact indigenous vegetation.
(b) Clearance of indigenous vegetation in regionally significant
wetlands.
(c) Subdivision of land and location of buildings and works in close
proximity to areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant
habitats of indigenous fauna.
(d) Uncontrolled stock grazing that can damage indigenous vegetation
and regeneration.
(e) Increased exposure to invasive introduced plant and animal species
that pose a threat to indigenous biodiversity.
•

This proposal is not changing what exists only incorporating existing
landform.

Summary of District Plan Assessment
In the context of the Operative District Plan the existing environment that is already established on
the application site and the proposed design of the subdivision compliments and allows for the
maintenance and continuation of the rural character of this environment. Therefore, the proposal is
consistent with the Objectives and Policies of the Operative District Plan as outlined above.
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12. OTHER MATTERS - Section 104(1)(c)
There are no other matters considered relevant to making an appropriate determination on whether
to grant or refuse consent to this application. The matters covered by sections 104(1) (a) and 104(1)
(b) are considered sufficient.

13. SECTION 106 CONSIDERATIONS
As the proposal continues to use the existing site form and introduces a boundary which follows the
natural course of the Hihiwera and Otahi Streams between but does not change landform it will not
contribute to an increase in natural hazards of either of the streams. As such this will not pose a
“significant risk from natural hazard” beyond what exists. As such, there are no significant natural
hazards that would be worsened by the granting of consent to this subdivision activity therefore,
there are no matters under s106 to refuse consent.

14. PART 2 MATTERS
Part 2 of the Act contains the Act’s purpose and principles and comprises sections 5-8.
The stated purpose of the Act is to “promote the sustainable management of natural and physical
resources”. This includes enabling people and communities to provide for their social, economic and
cultural wellbeing and for their health and safety.
The efficient use of the resources includes providing for the living needs of the working community
in the rural area that South Taranaki is. This subdivision provides for this concept and enables more
people to have the opportunity to purchase or invest in affordable quality accommodation, provides
further accommodation options, enhances local property values and provides employment and
revenue for local suppliers in the wider South Taranaki community.

15. CONCLUSION
Consent is sought to create five additional freehold lots at 128B Ihaia Road, Opunake. This
application is for a Discretionary activity.
Having undertaken an Assessment of the Environmental Effects, it is considered that the adverse
effects on the environment of the proposed subdivision will be less than minor. The proposal will
have a positive social and economic effect in respect of providing an additional affordable land
ownership opportunity in the rural environment and revenue opportunities for local suppliers.
The activity has also been assessed against the relevant provisions of the District Plan. The proposal
is considered to be consistent with these provisions because it will maintain the character and
amenity of the surrounding environment, be serviced by services typical of a rural environment and
will not result in adverse reverse sensitivity effects on adjacent landowners or the ongoing operation
of Ihaia Road.
For the foregoing reasons, the Council may use its discretion to grant consent to this subdivision
resource consent application subject to fair and reasonable conditions.
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16. APPENDIX TO INDICES
APPENDIX A – Standard Application Form
APPENDIX B – Scheme Plan
APPENDIX C – Certificate of Title
APPENDIX D – Te Kāhui o Taranaki Consultation/Liam Dagg Communication
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Appendix A
Application for Resource Consent or
Fast Track Consent
Form 9 of the Resource Management Act 1991, Sections 87AAC and 88

This form provides the South Taranaki District Council with your contact details, and details about your proposal and its actual
and potential effects on the environment. Note that all the information provided in your application is available to the public.
We recommend that you talk your proposal through with council staff before you fill in this form. If you have any questions,
visit - www.southtaranaki.com, email - planning@stdc.govt.nz or phone us on 06 278 0555 or 0800 111 323.

Send completed application to: Private Bag 902, Hawera 4640 or email - planning@stdc.govt.nz

PRE-APPLICATION INFORMATION
Have you had a pre-application meeting with the council regarding your proposal?
If Yes:

Date of meeting: 15 Sept 2021

 Yes

 No

Council reference or council officer: Liam Dagg

It is important that you answer all questions fully.
SITE DETAILS FOR APPLICATION
Land use consent 
Fast-track consent:

Subdivision consent 
Opt in 

Opt Out 

No: 128B

Street: Ihaia Road

Note: An electronic address for service must be provided if
you are applying for a fast-track resource consent
application

(Land use consent for a
controlled activity)

Physical site which
application relates:
Legal Description(s):

Suburb: Opunake

Lot 2 DP554880

Valuation No:

Property No:

CONTACT DETAILS
Applicant
Full name(s):

James Graeme Langton

Electronic Address or service:

jameslangton@xtra.co.nz

Postal Address:

200 Tasman Street,
Opunake, 4616

(or alternative method of service under
section 352 of the RMA):

Phone (day):

Phone (mobile): (027) 469 2912

Agent/Consultant (if applicable):
Name:

Rex Hurley

Company:

Juffermans Surveyors Limited

Electronic address for service:

rex@jsl.nz

Postal address:

P O Box 340
Stratford 4332

(or alternative method of service under
section 352 of the RMA):

Phone (day):

Phone (mobile): (027 ) 445 8330

Owner of Site to which application relates (if different from above)
Name:
Electronic address for service:
Postal address
(or alternative method of service under
section 352 of the RMA):

Phone (day):

Phone (mobile):
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Occupiers of the site to which the application relates (if different from above):
Name(s):
Electronic address for service:
Postal address:
(or alternative method of service under
section 352 of the RMA):

Phone (day)
Invoices to be sent to:

Phone (mobile):
Applicant: 

Agent: 

Owner: 

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTIVITY
To undertake an additional 6-Lot Subdivision of the property at 128B Ihaia Road, Opunake.

SITE DESCRIPTION
As per attached Assessment of Environmental Effects.

REASONS FOR RESOURCE CONSENT
•
•

3.2.2.a – Dwelling within 150m of an Operational Cowshed – Discretionary Activity
9.1.2 – Subdivision of Land Within all Zones – Controlled Activity

OTHER ACTIVITIES
Choose either:
 There are no other activities that are part of the proposal to which this application relates
 The other activities that are part of the proposal to which the application relates are as follows:
Describe the other activities:

For any activities that are permitted activities, provide a compliance schedule and/or other supporting information to explain how
the activity complies with the requirements, conditions, and permissions of any Plan or regulation so that a resource consent is
not required for that activity:

ADDITIONAL RESOURCE CONSENTS
Choose either:
 There are no other resource consents required for this proposal
 The following additional resource consents are needed for the proposal:
Resource consent required?
Land use consent

Subdivision consent
×
Coastal Permit – Taranaki Regional Council

Water Permit – Taranaki Regional Council

Discharge Permit – Taranaki Regional Council
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CONSULTATION
Have you consulted with iwi?

Yes

No
If yes, who did you consult with? Te Kahui o Taranaki
Who else have you consulted?
Did they have any concerns? If yes, please provide details: Not considered to be required, Liam Dagg, Group Manager
Environmental Services 27 October 2021.
How have you addressed these concerns? Proposed esplanade strips on the Otahi Streams.

Have you obtained the written approval of any potentially affected persons?  Yes (attached) NoIf
yes, please provide details (names, site address and electronic address for service):
Deemed not required by Liam Dagg, Group Manager Environmental Services, 15 September 2021. AAE
refers.

SITE VISIT REQUIREMENTS
In order to assess your application it will generally be necessary for the planning officer to visit your site. This typically involves
an outdoor inspection only, and there is no need for you to be home for this purpose.
Do you require prior notice of any site visit?
× Yes
 No
Are there any locked gates/security system restricting access?
 Yes
× No
Are there any dogs on the property
 Yes
× No
× Yes
× No
Are there any other health and safety issues that the planning
officer needs to be made aware of:
If yes, please provide details: This is an operational dairy farm so any visitor needs to sign in and follow appropriate hazard
management processes.

INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS
Administrative Requirements:
× 1 copy of application (including plans).
×

Application fee (refer to the councils fees and charges schedule):

×

Certificate of title (less than three months old)

To satisfy the requirements of section 88(2) and Schedule 4 of the Resource Management Act 1991, please attached the
following information to your application:
× Plans (for example site plan, location plan, elevation plans)
×

ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS:

Please provide an assessment of the activity’s environmental effects that covers the matters in clause 6 and clause 7 of Schedule
4 of the Resource Management Act 1991. The assessment must include such detail as corresponds with the scale and
significance of the effects that the proposal may have on the environment.

×

PART 2 ASSESSMENT

Please provide an assessment of the activity against the matters in Part 2 (sections 5, 6, 7 and 8) of the Resource Management
Act 1991:

×

SECTION 104(1)(b) ASSESSMENT

Please provide an assessment of the activity against the relevant provisions of any national environmental standards, other
regulations, national policy statements, the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement, operative or proposed regional policy
statements and operative of proposed plans:
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FOR APPLICATIONS AFFECTED BY SECTION 124 OR 165ZH(1)(C) OF THE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ACT 1991 (WHICH RELATE
TO EXISTING RESOURCE CONSENTS).
The value of the investment of the existing consent holder is [specify].

FOR ACTIVITIES IN AREA WITHIN THE SCOPE OF A PLANNING DOCUMENT PREPARED BY A CUSTOMARY MARINE TITLE GROUP
UNDER SECTION 85 OF THE MARINE AND COASTAL AREA (TAKUTAI MOANA) ACT 2011.
I attach an assessment of the proposed activity against the resource management matters set out in [relevant planning
document].

FOR SUBDIVISION CONSENTS
I attach information that adequately defines the following:
 the position of all new boundaries; and
 the areas of all new allotments (unless subdivision involves cross-lease, company lease or unit plan); and
 the locations and areas of new reserves to be created, including any esplanade reserves and esplanade strips; and
 the locations and areas of any existing esplanade reserves, esplanade strips, and access strips; and
 the locations and areas of any parts of the bed of a river or lake to be vested in the territorial authority under section 237A of
the Resource Management Act 1991; and
 the locations and areas of any land within the coastal marine area (which is to become part of the common marine and coastal
area under section 237A of the Resource Management Act 1991); and
 the locations and areas of land to be set aside as new roads.
FOR RESOURCE CONSENTS FOR RECLAMATIONS
I attach information that shows the area proposed to be reclaimed, including its location, the position of all new boundaries (if
practicable), and the portion of the area (if any) to be set aside as an esplanade reserve or esplanade strip.

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARD (NES) FOR ASSESSING AND MANAGING CONTAMINANTS IN SOIL TO
PROTECT HUMAN HEALTH) REGULATIONS 2011

This site may be subject to or covered by the NES for Assessing and Managing Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human Health
Regulations 2011. Whether a resource consent is required under this NES is determined by reference to the Hazardous Activities
and Industries List (HAIL) which identifies those activities and industries which are more likely to use or store hazardous
substances. A full list can be found on the Ministry for the Environment’s website
www.mfe.govt.nz/issues/hazardous/contaminated/hazardous-activities-industries-list.pdf
Has the piece of land subject to this application been used for (including its present use), or is it more likely than not to have
been used for an activity on the HAIL?
Yes 
No ×
If ‘Yes’, and your application involves subdividing or changing the use of the land, sampling or disturbing soil, or removing or
replacing a fuel storage system, then the NES may apply and you may need to seek consent for this concurrently in your
application.
 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REQUIRED
I attach the following further information required to be included in this application by the district plan, the regional plan, the
Resource Management Act 1991, or any regulations made under that Act: [list all further documents that you are attaching].
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NOTES TO APPLICANT
You must include all information required by this form. The information must be specified in sufficient detail to satisfy the
purpose for which it is required. Incomplete applications will be returned. The Council may also request further information
under Section 92 of the Resource Management Act 1991, to better understand the potential effects of the proposal. Processing
of the application will be suspended until the further information is received.
You may apply for two or more resource consents that are needed for the same activity on the same form. If you lodge the
application with the Environmental Protection Authority, you must also lodge a notice in form 16A at the same time.
You must pay the charge payable to the consent authority for the resource consent application under the Resource
Management Act 1991 (if any)
Notes on fast-track resource consents:
• Under the fast-track resource consent process, notice of decision must be given within 10 working days after the date the
application was first lodged with the authority, unless the applicant opts out of that process at the time of lodgement.
• A fast track application may cease to be a fast track application if the consent authority gives public or limited notification
of the application or a hearing is to be held for the application.
If your proposal involves building work or change of use of a building you may also require a building consent under the Building
Act 2004. This must be applied for separately. Other consents or licences may also be required under such legislation as the
Health Act 1956 and the Sale of Liquor Act 1989, dependent on the nature of the proposal.
If your application is to the Environmental Protection Agency, you may be required to pay actual and reasonable costs incurred
in dealing with this matter (see section 149ZD of the RMA 1991).

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT(S) OR AGENT
Note: a signature is not required if the application is made by electronic means. If signing on behalf of a trust or company, please
provide additional written evidence that you have signing authority.
×

I hereby certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the information given in this application is true and correct.

 I undertake to pay all actual and reasonable application costs incurred by the South Taranaki District Council.

Applicants/Agents name: Rex Gilbert Hurley

Applicants/Agents signature:

Date: 21 November 2021
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Appendix B
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Appendix C

RECORD OF TITLE
UNDER LAND TRANSFER ACT 2017
FREEHOLD
Search Copy

Land Registration District

965405
Taranaki

Date Issued

26 January 2021

Identifier

Prior References
905626

905628

Estate
Area
Legal Description

Fee Simple
44.6595 hectares more or less
Lot 2 Deposited Plan 554880

Registered Owners
James Graeme Langton, Valerie June Langton and Einarsson Nominees Limited
Interests
6986725.4 Mortgage to (now) Valerie June Langton and to Te Mara Properties Trustee Limited - 14.8.2006 at 9:00 am
9959769.6 Mortgage to TSB Bank Limited - 29.1.2015 at 1:18 pm
9959769.8 Mortgage Priority Instrument making Mortgage 9959769.6 first priority and Mortgage 6986725.4 second
priority - 29.1.2015 at 1:18 pm
Subject to a right to drain sewage over part marked A on DP 554880 created by Easement Instrument 11608781.5 24.1.2020 at 12:33 pm
Appurtenant to part formerly Lot 2 DP 540376 is a right to drain sewage created by Easement Instrument 11608781.5 24.1.2020 at 12:33 pm
The easements created by Easement Instrument 11608781.5 are subject to Section 243 (a) Resource Management Act 1991
Appurtenant hereto is a right to drain sewage created by Easement Instrument 11914583.2 - 26.1.2021 at 8:35 am
The easements created by Easement Instrument 11914583.2 are subject to Section 243 (a) Resource Management Act 1991

Transaction ID 66141305
Client Reference 21065 - Langton

Search Copy Dated 04/09/21 7:33 am, Page 1 of 2
Register Only
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Identifier

965405

Transaction ID 66141305
Client Reference 21065 - Langton

Search Copy Dated 04/09/21 7:33 am, Page 2 of 2
Register Only
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Appendix D

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Liam Dagg
rex
RE: James Langton proposed subdivision Ihaia Rd Opunake
Wednesday, 27 October 2021 2:16:59 pm
image006.png
image001.png

Afternoon Rex
Confirming we are not expecting another consultation round with iwi/hapu
cheers

Liam Dagg

Group Manager Environmental Services
From: rex <rex@jsl.nz>
Sent: Wednesday, 27 October 2021 11:15 am
To: Liam Dagg <Liam.Dagg@STDC.govt.nz>
Subject: RE: James Langton proposed subdivision Ihaia Rd Opunake
Morning Liam,
Sorry to trouble with this one again and my apologies for not being at the final meeting you had
with Allen. I have been speaking with James Langton again as I prepare this application, could
you please confirm if STDC are or are not expecting us to attempt to consult with local hapū
again with further development of this site. We received no feedback on our current application
to put the question in context.
Regards

Rex Hurley | Planner| Juffermans Surveyors Ltd
M 027 445 8330
O 06 764 4122
Prospero Place |PO Box 340, Stratford 4332

From: Liam Dagg <Liam.Dagg@STDC.govt.nz>
Sent: Friday, 10 September 2021 10:34 am
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To: Allen Juffermans <allen@jsl.nz>; rex <rex@jsl.nz>
Cc: Jessica Sorensen <Jessica.Sorensen@STDC.govt.nz>; Leanne Goble
<Leanne.Goble@STDC.govt.nz>
Subject: RE: James Langton proposed subdivision Ihaia Rd Opunake
First thing Wednesday morning? Jess and I can see you at your Stratty office before we head to
Hawera; 0830 as a suggestion
cheers

Liam Dagg

Group Manager Environmental Services
From: Allen Juffermans <allen@jsl.nz>
Sent: Friday, 10 September 2021 10:18 am
To: rex <rex@jsl.nz>; Liam Dagg <Liam.Dagg@STDC.govt.nz>
Subject: Re: James Langton proposed subdivision Ihaia Rd Opunake
Cheers Liam
Can we catch up next week please?
Regards,
Allen Juffermans | Surveyor | Juffermans Surveyors Ltd
Prospero Place | Stratford | 06 765 4122
From: Allen Juffermans <allen@jsl.nz>
Sent: Friday, September 10, 2021 10:17:09 AM
To: rex <rex@jsl.nz>
Subject: Fwd: James Langton proposed subdivision Ihaia Rd Opunake
Can you arrange a meeting with liam and James for next week please?
Regards,
Allen Juffermans | Surveyor | Juffermans Surveyors Ltd
Prospero Place | Stratford | 06 765 4122
From: Liam Dagg <Liam.Dagg@STDC.govt.nz>
Sent: Friday, September 10, 2021 10:11:54 AM
To: Allen Juffermans <allen@jsl.nz>
Cc: jameslangton@xtra.co.z <jameslangton@xtra.co.z>; Jessica Sorensen
<Jessica.Sorensen@STDC.govt.nz>
Subject: James Langton proposed subdivision Ihaia Rd Opunake
Morning Allen
Just took a call from James re the above
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I’m not sure what advice may have come previously from my team on this, but I don’t have a
major drama with the decomm of the cow shed as a condition of consent or something along
those lines; it shouldn’t impede lodgement of a consent or processing of it to a decision
Happy to discuss further when you have a moment

Cheers

Liam Dagg

Group Manager Environmental Services| South Taranaki District Council
105-111 Albion St, Private Bag 902, Hawera 4610, NZ
Phone: +64 6 278 0555 | Fax: +64 6 278 8757 | www.southtaranaki.com

This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are
not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, delete this email and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than
the intended recipient is unauthorised and may be illegal. Please note that this communication
does not designate an information system for the purposes of the Contract and Commercial Law
Act 2017.
This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are
not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, delete this email and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than
the intended recipient is unauthorised and may be illegal. Please note that this communication
does not designate an information system for the purposes of the Contract and Commercial Law
Act 2017.

This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If
you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail,
delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by
a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorised and may be illegal. Please note
that this communication does not designate an information system for the purposes of the
Contract and Commercial Law Act 2017.
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Pūrongo-Whakamārama
Information Report
To

Environment and Hearings Committee

From

Kaiarataki Taiao / Group Manager Environmental Services, Liam Dagg

Date

2 February 2022

Subject

Environmental Services Activity Report – November/December 2021
(This report shall not be construed as policy until adopted by full Council)

Whakarāpopoto Kāhui Kahika / Execu�ve Summary
1.

This report updates the Environment and Hearings Committee on activities relating to the
Environmental Services Group (the Group) for the month of November/December 2021.

2.

The Group is comprised of four business units:
a)
b)
c)
d)

3.

Planning and Development;
Quality Assurance;
Regulatory Services; and
Environment and Sustainability.

The first part of the report goes through the operational activities for each of the business units.
The second part of the report provides an update on key projects and programmes.

Taunakitanga / Recommenda�on
THAT the Environment and Hearings Committee receives the Environmental Services Activity Report
– November/December 2021.

Ratonga Hanga Whare / Building Control Services
4.

Below are the statistics for Building Consents.

Lodged:
Issued:
% Issued within statutory
timeframe:
Inspections carried out for
the month:
Value of building works
lodged:

October
2021

YTD
From 1 July
2021
350
346

December
2021

November
2021

39
58

66
56

69
53

60%

57%

59%

61%

232

220

187

1126

$8,024,350

$9,007,468

$5,601,290

$47,083,080

1
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5.

Below are the Building Consents lodged by type.

November 2021
Consents
lodged by type
New Dwellings
Pole type sheds
Garage/Storage
Sheds
Log fires
Adds/Alts
Other
Amendments
TOTAL

Eltham Hāwera Kaponga Manaia Ōpunakē Pātea Waverley TOTAL
1

2
2
1
6

7
1
4
3
6
5
6
32

1

1

0

2

4
2
5
1
3
4
2
21

15
4

3

1
1
5

0

9
7
12
9
10
66
2
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December 2021
Consents
Eltham Hāwera Kaponga Manaia Ōpunakē Pātea Waverley TOTAL
lodged by type
New Dwellings
1
5
1
1
1
1
10
Pole type sheds
1
1
1
3
Garage/Storage
Sheds
1
1
Log fires
1
1
1
3
Adds/Alts
7
1
3
1
12
Other
1
1
2
4
Amendments
1
3
2
6
4
17
1
5
6
4
2
TOTAL
39
NOTE: See Appendix B for Ōpunakē – Town and Other
6.

The tables below provide information on Notices to Fix and Dangerous Building Notices.

Address

Type

Issue
Date
20/08/20

Review
Date
03/09/20

130 Bridge
Street,
Eltham

Dangerous
Building
Notice

Portland
Quay, Pātea

19/10/20

19/11/20

11 Nelson
Street,
Hāwera

Dangerous
Building
Notice
Dangerous
Building
Notice

25/11/20

21/12/20

28 Grey
Street,
Hāwera

Dangerous
Building
Notice

23/12/20

26/06/21

31 Kauae
Street,
Manaia

Insanitary
Building
Notice

11/05/21

23/06/21

Reason for Notice

Status

Broken window on
street frontage. Has
been boarded up by
the Council, but the
owner must repair the
window.
Abandoned, derelict
building.

Owner has not
complied with
notices.
Legal advice
being sought.

Structurally unsound.
Owner required to
provide engineers
assessment and plan
for repair or demolish.
Fire Safety.

Insanitary dwelling in a
state of disrepair.

Owner has not
complied with
notices.
Legal advice
sought. Follow
up actions
underway.
CPU and Fire
Evacuation
Scheme in place.
BC Amendment
lodged to
reinstate
sprinkler system.
Windows
boarded. Notice
deadline passed
without required
work completed.
Owner advised
of intention to
apply to court
for works order.
Legal advice
being sought.

3
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Address

Type

Issue
Date
31/03/17

Review
Date
02/10/17

414 Turuturu
Road, Hāwera

Notice to
Fix

61
Camberwell
Road, Hāwera
5 Glover
Road, Hāwera

Notice to
Fix

11/06/20

31/07/20

Notice to
Fix

30/07/20

28/08/20

106 Bridge
Notice to
Street, Eltham Fix

20/08/20

03/09/20

284 Tai
Road, Ōaonui

Notice to
Fix

19/10/20

16/11/20

61 Wallscourt
Place,
Normanby

Notice to
Fix

6/11/20

14/12/20

68 Weraroa
Road,
Waverley
161 Bridge
Street, Eltham

Notice to
Fix

8/06/21

18/03/22
7/07/21

Notice to
Fix

9/06/21

21/11/21

34 Fitzroy
Street,
Normanby

Notice to
Fix

17/12/20
21

28/02/22

Reason for Notice

Status

Building work without
consent – work to
comply is ongoing.
Non-compliant
building work – work
to comply ongoing.
No current Building
Warrant of Fitness.
Building work without
consent – work to
comply is ongoing.
Non-compliance with
Notice to Fix No.
2020/03 – work to
comply is ongoing.
Building Work without
consent.

Work to comply
is ongoing.

Non-compliance with
Code Clause E1 insufficient means to
dispose of surface
water appropriately.
No current BWOF.
Building work without
consent.
No current BWOF.

Building work without
consent.

Work to comply
is ongoing.
No action from
owner.
Further action to
be considered.
No action from
owner.
Legal advice
being sought
COA application
rejected. Owner
to reapply.
Additional soak
pits to be dug.

COA application
rejected. Owner
to reapply.
No contact
received from
owner. Legal
advice being
sought.
Not yet followed
up.

Ratonga Whakamahere Taiao / Planning Services
7.

Below are the statistics for Resource Consents.

Lodged:
Granted:
% Granted within
statutory timeframe:

December
2021
18
22

November
2021
19
27

October
2021
18
29

YTD
From 1 July 2021
115
121

77%

100%

100%

95%

4
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Resource Consents (land Use and Subdivision) Granted Under Delegated Authority is provided in
Appendix A.

5
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8.

Of the consents lodged between 1 November 2021 and 31 December 2021, the following
consents have been referred to Iwi.
Application No.

Location

Proposal

Comments

RMS21099

110 Conway Road,
Eltham 4322
633 Omuturangi Road,
Ōeo

2 lot residential
subdivision
2 lot rural subdivision

Ngāruahine rohe

RMS21110

Ngāruahine rohe
This application has
been withdrawn

6
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Ratonga Waeture / Regulatory Services
9.

Below are the statistics for Customer Service Requests.
Customer Service
Requests (CRM’s)
Dog Attacks
Rushing/Threatening
Roaming
Barking
Welfare
Stock Wandering
Abandoned Vehicles
Illegal Dumping
Re-homed dogs
Parking Infringements
issued

December
2021
2
3
56
23
0
14
9
1
0

November
2021
2
1
42
30
0
16
3
2
0

October
2021
2
2
41
22
0
15
10
0
0

YTD From 1
July 2021
25
19
249
183
0
131
48
11
3

138

33

10

388

7
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Legal/Enforcement Action
10.

The table below provides information on Legal/Enforcement Actions.
Address
Kaponga

Type
Prosecution

Issue Date
9 November 2020

Hāwera

Prosecution

September 2021

Comment
Dog Attack on Human – Completed.
Owner found guilty and destruction of
dog ordered. Owner of dog is appealing
the decision to the High Court.
High Court upheld the decision, and the
dog was destroyed December 2021.
Dog Attack on Dog – Completed.
Owner found guilty and destruction of
both dogs ordered.
The dogs were destroyed December
2021.

Rautaki Kaupapa me ngā Hōtaka / Strategic Projects and Programmes
Environment & Sustainability Team
Bring It! Campaign Launching Soon
11.

Reducing food packaging waste is a pressing issue across Aotearoa, and it is important that
Council supports people and businesses across the District to make the shift to reusable
containers, while also making this as convenient as possible.

12.

Unfortunately, over 295 million takeaway coffee cups and even more single-use containers,
end up in New Zealand landfills each year! The ‘Bring It!’ campaign will encourage customers
to bring their own reusable cups and containers to food businesses, rather than purchasing or
using single-use disposable containers. The campaign will also connect customers with local
businesses that accept or even provide discounts for choosing to reuse.

South Taranaki District Council Grazing Emissions
13.

As part of calculating the Council’s total organisational emissions, information on the emissions
associated with council land that is leased out for grazing is being collected for the first time.

14.

This information has been gathered from farmers across the district who lease council land for
grazing and includes data on the numbers of livestock involved and types and amounts of
fertilisers applied over time.

15.

Using this data, the amount of CO2 equivalent emissions resulting from manure management,
fertiliser use, and agricultural soils can be calculated to provide an estimate on the total amount
of emissions from all council land leased out for grazing.

8
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Organic Waste Facility Feasibility Study
16.

The three Taranaki District Councils (STDC, NPDC and SDC) are co-funding a feasibility study
into how they might collectively build, operate and/or manage an organic waste processing
facility, which could potentially process domestic, commercial and industrial organic waste
streams from across the region. The South Taranaki District Council is the lead Council
coordinating this project.

17.

All three Councils are working with Patina and Hinerangi Edwards from AATEA Solutions Ltd,
who are Te Tiriti Facilitation and Co-governance Research Specialists.

18.

AATEA and Council staff will be working together to host a wānanga on 16 February 2022 to
meaningfully engage with iwi and hapū on this topic, and to comprehensively explore potential
options for the future Management of organic waste across the region.

19.

The technical side of the feasibility study is being carried out in collaboration with Tonkin and
Taylor and will take a scenario-based approach to how we can best address the above problem.
It will also cover a range of ownership and operating options, processing technologies, and
scale factors, as well as expected sales opportunities and key price points for the end products
produced.

Liam Dagg

Kaiarataki Taiao /
Group Manager Environmental Services

9
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Appendix A
Resource Consents (Land Use and Subdivision) Granted Under Delegated Authority
The following is a list of all Resource Consents (land use and subdivision) for Permitted, Controlled,
Limited Discretionary, Discretionary and Non-Complying Activities considered under delegated
authority from:
1 November to 31 December 2021
ApplicationNo.
Location

Proposal

Days

Notified

Land Use - Discretionary
RML18017

339 B South Road (S H 3), Building within 30m of a significant
Hāwera
water body - Tawhiti Stream

16

N

RML21075

84 Waiinu Beach Road,
Waiinu Beach

Proposed sign

19

N

Subdivision - Controlled
RMS21070

39 Dixon Avenue,
Hāwera 4610

4 lot residential subdivision

63

N

RMS21111

2410 Waitōtara Valley,
Waitōtara/
Ngā matapouri

2 lot rural subdivision

13

N

RMS20049

202 Upper Newall Road, 3 lot rural subdivision
Warea

19

N

RMS21031

152 Waitōtara Valley
Road, Waitōtara/
Ngā matapouri

2 lot discretionary rural subdivision

1

N

RMS21052

70 Turuturu Road,
Hāwera

63 lot residential subdivision

2

N

RML21033

Tower Grounds (Kim),
Albion Street, Hāwera
4610

Upgrades to telecommunications
on the Water Tower (a Heritage
Building)

2

N

RML21048

301 Tai Road, Oaonui

Proposed dwelling in the Coastal
Protection Area with yard
dispensations

36

N

RML21052

47 Puriri Street, Hāwera
4610

Proposed extension to existing
Retirement Village

36

N

RML21060

55 Regent Street, Hāwera Change of Conditions to RML19111
4610

63

N

RML21066

Rosemount Road,
Waverley

Deemed permitted boundary
activity

17

N

RML21067

28 Napier Street,
Ōpunakē 4616

Deemed permitted boundary
activity

10

N

RML21068

Coast Road, Warea

Proposed dwelling, garage &
associated works within Coastal
Protection Area

40

N

Subdivision - Discretionary

Land Use -

10
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RML21072

63 Collins Street, Hāwera Deemed Permitted construction of
4610
single level residential dwelling with
garage

6

N

RML21073

13 Fitzgerald Lane,
Hāwera

Deemed permitted - Pole Shed

1

N

RML21074

9 Glentworth Street,
Eltham 4322

Yard Dispensation for a garage
(Deemed Permitted Boundary
Activity)

0

N

RML21076

21 Hector Place,
Ōpunakē 4616

Deemed permitted boundary
activity

5

N

RML21080

Ōhangai Road, Ōhangai

Deemed permitted boundary
activity

2

N

RML21081

Ironsands, Waverley

Deemed permitted boundary
activity

1

N

Part conversion of pole shed to
granny flat

10

N

Land Use - Restricted Discretionary
RML21078

32 B Arthur Street,
Hāwera

Land Use - Deemed permitted
RML21082

333 High Street, Hāwera Deemed permitted boundary
4610
activity

2

N

RML21083

Turuturu Road, Hāwera

Deemed permitted boundary
activity

0

N

RMS21057

4 Kawei Road, Ōhawe
Beach

2 lot residential subdivision

88

N

RMS21062

93 Camberwell Road,
Hāwera 4610

2 lot commercial subdivision
(boundary adjustment)

12

N

RMS21068

78 Glover Road, Hāwera 3 lot residential subdivision
4610

96

N

RMS21071

2489 Eltham Road,
Eltham

2 lot rural subdivision

66

N

RMS21074

75 Grant Road, Hāwera

2 lot rural subdivision

70

N

RMS21079

Ihaia Road, Ōpunakē
4616

2 lot rural subdivision

43

N

RMS21084

Weka Street, Te Kiri

2 lot rural subdivision (boundary
adjustment)

64

N

RMS21085

5439 South Road (S H
45), Oaonui

3 lot rural subdivision

62

N

RMS21086

132 Ōhangai Road,
Ōhangai

2 lot rural industrial subdivision

45

N

RMS21087

195 Upper Duthie Road, 2 lot rural subdivision
Mangatoki

30

N

RMS21090

251 Glover Road, Hāwera 10 lot residential subdivision
4610

52

N

RMS21092

192 Kina Road, Oaonui

40

N

Subdivision -

4 lot rural subdivision

11
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RMS21093

Chute Street, Normanby Change of condition of RMS21008
4614

21

N

RMS21094

65 Domett Street,
Ōpunakē 4616

2 lot residential subdivision

19

N

RMS21095

37 Chester Street,
Waverley 4510

2 lot residential subdivision

24

N

RMS21097

64 King Street, Ōpunakē 2 lot residential subdivision
4616

19

N

RMS21098

Bowen Street, Normanby 4 lot residential subdivision
4614

19

N

RMS21099

110 Conway Road,
Eltham 4322

2 lot residential subdivision

15

N

RMS21100

Little Waihi Road,
Hāwera 4610

3 lot subdivision

19

N

RMS21102

26 Mills Street, Eltham
4322

2-Lot Residential Subdivision

13

N

RMS21104

490 Ketemarae Road,
Normanby 4614

5 Lot Rural Subdivision

19

N

RMS21105

487 Ketemarae Road,
Normanby 4614

5-Lot Rural Subdivision

19

N

RMS21106

617 Rawhitiroa Road,
Rawhitiroa

2 lot rural subdivision

15

N

RMS21107

Skeet Road, Kapuni

4-Lot Rural Subdivision

10

N

RMS21108

28 Dorset Street,
Ōpunakē 4616

2 lot residential subdivision

14

N

RMS21115

96 Goodwin Road, Ōkato 2 lot rural subdivision

0

N

12
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Appendix B
Building Consents Lodged by Type in Ōpunakē Town and Other Areas
November 2021
Consents lodged by type
New Dwellings
Pole type sheds
Garage/Storage Sheds
Log fires
Adds/Alts
Other
Amendments
TOTAL
December 2021
Consents lodged by type
New Dwellings
Pole type sheds
Garage/Storage Sheds
Log fires
Adds/Alts
Other
Amendments
TOTAL

Ōpunakē Ōpunakē
Town
Other
2
2
2
2
3
1
2
1
1
3
1
1
13
8
Ōpunakē Ōpunakē
Town
Other
1
1

4
2
5
1
3
4
2
21

TOTAL
1
1
1
1

1
1

2

TOTAL

2
4

2
6

13
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6.

Whakataunga kia noho tῡmatanui kore / Resolution to Exclude the Public
THAT the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this meeting, namely:
The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the reason for
passing this resolution in relation to each matter, and the specific grounds under section 48(1)
of the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this
resolution are as follows:
General subject of each
matter to be considered

Reason for passing this
resolution in relation to
each matter

Ground(s) under section 48(1)
for the passing of this
resolution

1. Confirmation of
minutes –
Environment and
Hearings Committee
24 November 2021.

To enable the Committee to:

That the exclusion of the
public from the whole or the
relevant
part
of
the
proceedings of the meeting is
necessary to enable the
Council/Committee
to
deliberate in private on its
decision or recommendation
in any proceedings where:
ii) the local authority is
required, by any enactment,
to make a recommendation in
respect of the matter that is
the
subject
of
those
proceedings.
Use (i) for the RMA hearings
and (ii) for hearings under LGA
such
as
objections
to
Development contributions or
hearings under the Dog
Control Act.
s.48(1)(d)
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